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ON INVARIANTS OF GRAPHS WITH APPLICATIONS
TO KNOT THEORY

KUNIO MURASUGI

Abstract. To each weighted graph F, two invariants, a polynomial Pf(x,y, z)

and the signature rj(r), are defined. The various partial degress of Pr(x,y, z)

and c(T) are expressed in terms of maximal spanning graphs of T. Further-

more, one unexpected property of Tutte's dichromate is proved. These results

are applied to knots or links in S3 .

1. Introduction

A graph Y consists of a set V(Y) of elements called vertices and a set E(Y)

of elements called edges. Associated with each edge, there are either one or two

vertices called its ends. An edge of T is called a loop if the number of its end

is 1. We restrict ourselves to finite graphs, that is, graphs for which K(r) and

E(T) are both finite. In this paper, however, slightly more general graphs shall

be considered.

A graph Y is said to be weighted if either +1 or -1, called a weight, is

assigned to each edge. More precisely, T (or (Y,fr)) is a weighted graph if

T is a graph equipped with a weight function fT : E(T) —> {1, - 1}. For

convenience, we call an edge e positive if fr(e) = +1 and negative otherwise.

Since a positive graph may be considered as an unweighted (or an ordinary

undirected) graph, our results can be applied to ordinary undirected graphs.

A graph H is a subgraph of Y if V(H) G V{Y), E(H) c E(Y), and each
edge of H has the same ends in H as in r and H has induced weight function

fH = fr | E(H). A subgraph H is a spanning subgraph of Y if V(H) = V(Y).

In particular, a spanning vertex graph, denoted Vr, is the subgraph consisting

of all vertices of Y.

Now the recent unexpected discovery of close connections between a graph

and a knot or link in 5 reveals that many invariants of weighted graphs play

very important roles in classical knot theory [Jl, Kl, K2, M3, M4, Thl, Th2].
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The main objective of this paper is to study two particularly important invari-

ants, the polynomial PT(x,y,z) of T (defined in (2.1)) and the signature o(Y)

of the symmetric matrix associated with Y. (See Definition 7.2.) PT(x ,y, z)

turns out to be one of the variations of Kauffman's bracket polynomial [Kl ] and

therefore Pr(x ,y, z) eventually induces the Jones polynomial VL(x) of a link

L [Jl]. With an appropriate interpretation of a(Y), we are able to estimate

the maximal and minimal degrees of VL(x) (Theorem 13.3). When a knot or

link is alternating, these estimates give the precise values of these degrees which

finally solve many outstanding classical conjectures in knot theory (Theorems

13.4-13.8). See also [Kl, K2, M3, M4, Thl , Th2].

This paper is organized as follows. §§2-6 are mainly concerned with the

polynomial of a graph Y. The maximal and minimal degrees of Pr(x,y,z)

are given precisely in terms of the maximal positive spanning subgraph P and

the negative spanning subgraph N in Theorem 3.1, which is the first main

theorem of this paper.

The degree of Tutte's dichromate x(T) discussed in §§4 and 5 is particularly

interesting in connection with the last unsolved classical conjecture on alternat-

ing knots [HKW]. We call the degree of /(T) the chromatic degree of Y. Using

this, we define in § 14 the chromatic degree d(L) of an alternating link L, which

is a new geometric invariant of an alternating link. There is no algorithm to

determine d(L). However, using the theorems proved in §§4-6, it is possible to

compute d(L) for many knots or links. The details will be found in Appendix

(III).
In §6 we evaluate some of the coefficients of the polynomial and prove an

unexpected generalization (Theorem 6.3) of the well-known fact that the leading

coefficient of the chromatic polynomial is +1  [Be].

In §7 the signature of a graph is defined, and in Theorem 8.1 (the second

main theorem) the best possible estimate of the signature will be proved again

in terms of the spanning subgraphs P and N.

Planar graphs are considered in §9 and formulas on these invariants for a

graph and its dual will be proved. Since knot theory deals with only planar

graphs, the results in §9 suggest that graph theoretical proofs will replace some

sophisticated algebraic topological proofs in knot theory. (In fact, a proof of

Theorem 10.1 gives us further evidence of such possibilities.)

In §§ 10 and 11 we study the polynomials of two special types of graphs, called

periodic graphs and congruent graphs. For applications see [M5, PI, or Trl].

The last four sections, §§12-15, will be devoted to applications of the results

in §§2-9 to link theory. §12 contains an alternate definition (due to Kauffman

[Kl]) of the Jones polynomial and an alternate proof of Thistlethwaite's theorem

on the Jones polynomial of an alternating link. The conjecture mentioned earlier

will be proved in § 13. In § 14 we briefly sketch the last Tait conjecture and prove

a few relevant results. In the last section, §15, we will prove a few theorems

about the writhe of a nonalternating diagram.
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Proofs of two theorems stated in §9 will be given in Appendix (I). A proof of

Theorem 12.3 will be given in Appendix (II). Appendix (III) is concerned with

the chromatic degree of an alternating link.

After this manuscript was completed, I found a paper by Negami [N] in which

he defines a similar polynomial f(Y;t,x,y) for an unweighted graph Y. Our

polynomial Pr(x ,y ,z) may be considered as a generalization of his polynomial

for a weighted graph. Pr(x, y, z) determines and is determined by f(Y ;t,x,y)

for an unweighted graph. However, there are no significant overlaps between

the two papers, because Negami studied his polynomial mainly from the graph

theoretical viewpoint and his main theorem is the splitting formula [N, Theorem

4.2], while we emphasize applications of our polynomials to link theory. The

precise relationship between two polynomials can be found in Appendix (IV).

During the preparation of this paper I had many conversations with Dr. A. B.

Lehman, to whom I would like to express my deepest appreciation. Also I wish

to thank L. Kauffman, J. H. Przytycki, M. B. Thistlethwaite, and P. Traczyk for

their invaluable comments.

2. Polynomials of graphs

Throughout this paper, what is meant by a graph is frequently the geometric

realization of a graph as a finite 1 -dimensional C H/-complex in R . A vertex

and an edge correspond to a 0-simplex and a 1-simplex, respectively. We are

free to use many terminologies from algebraic topology. For instance, the Betti

number and homology group of a graph will be used in this paper. Furthermore,

for two subgraphs Yx and Y2 of Y, the union T, ur2, the intersection Yx (~)Y2,

and the complement of T2 in r, , Yx - Y2 are well defined as both geometric

and abstract graphs.

For a set X, \X\ denotes the cardinality of X. We will use, furthermore,

the following notation.

Notation. For a subgraph G of Y,

P(G) = l/~'(l) ^E(G)\, the number of positive edges in G;

n(G) = |/_1 (-1) n E(G)\, the number of negative edges in G ;

ßj(G) denotes the z'th Betti number of G as a 1-complex.

We also refer to [Be, Bi, or BC] for many standard terminologies in graph

theory.

A graph Y is separable if there is a vertex vQ , called a cut vertex, such that

ß0(Y) < ß0(Y - {v0}). Otherwise, Y is nonseparable.

A block is a maximal nonseparable connected subgraph of G. A connected

graph is decomposed into finitely many blocks.

T is called reduced if Y has neither loops nor isthmuses. An isthmus e is

an edge such that ß0(Y) < ß0(Y - {e}).

If two or more edges have the same ends, these edges are called multiple

edges. A graph Y is called simple if Y has neither multiple edges nor loops.
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A two-vertex graph is called a multiple-edge graph if all edges have common

(distinct) ends.

Given a graph Y and an edge e of Y, Y - (e) denotes the graph such

that E(Y - (e)) = E(Y) - {e} and V(Y - (e)) = V(Y). Y - (e) is said to be

obtained by deleting e . On the other hand, Y/(e) constructed from Y - (e)

by identifying the ends of e is said to be obtained by contracting e. If e is a

loop, then Y - (e) = Y/(e).

For a weighted graph (r,/r), a new weighted graph (Y, - fr) is called the

opposite graph of (Y,fr).

Now to each weighted graph Y we will assign a 3-variable integer polyno-

mial Pr(x ,y, z), called the polynomial of Y. Pr(x ,y, z) is one of the many

variations of the polynomial originally defined by Kauffman [Kl].

Definition 2.1. Let 77"T(r ,s) denote the set of all spanning subgraphs G of Y

such that ß0(G) = r + I and ßx (G) = s. Then Pr(x ,y ,z) is defined by

(2.1) Pr(x,y,z)=    £    (    £    y(G)-"(G)}//.

We should note that S"r(r,s) = 0 if r < 0 or r > \V(Y)\, or if s < 0 or

s>ßx(Y) + l.

In practice, Pr(x,y,z) can be calculated recursively using the following

formulas.

(2.2) (I) If E(Y) = 0 and |K(r)| = v , then

Pr(x,y,z)=y      .

(II) Let e G E(Y) and fT(e) = e.

(i) If e is not a loop, then

PT(x,y, z) = PT_(e)(x,y, z) + xePr/{e)(x ,y, z).

(ii) If e is a loop, then

Pr(x, y, z) = (I + xez)Pr/[e)(x,y, z).

Proof of (2.2). (I) is obvious, since 77r(r,s) = 0 except for 77r(v - 1,0) =

TO-
(II) Let S"x(r,s) = {Gg fr(r,s) \ G 9 <?} and ^2(r,s) = {G G S"Y(r,s) \

G 9 e} . Then ^(r,s) is the disjoint union of 77x(r,s) and S^2(r,s).

(i) Suppose that e is not a loop. Then <9\(r,s) and 7772(r,s), respectively,

correspondió 777r_,.(r ,s) and ^,.,(r,i), in one-to-one fashion. Therefore,
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we have

PrHe)(x,y,z) + xePr/ie)(x,y,z)

= E      E      xp(G)-n(G)yrzs + Y,     E     xp{G)-n{G)+eyrzs

r,s Sf_w(r,s)BG rj SfM(r^)3G

= E  E  ^''""^'V^ + E  E x"{Gi)-n(Gi)yz
r,s ft(r,s)3G, rf S^(r,s)3G2

= E    E    xpiG]-"iG)yrzs

r,s Sf(r,s)3G

= PT(x,y,z).

(ii) Suppose that e is a loop. Since Y - (e) = Y/(e), we see that 5^x(r ,s)

and S"2(r,s), respectively, correspond to 77"r,eJr,s) and S^._,eAr,s - 1) in

one-to-one fashion. Therefore, we have

(l+xez)Pr/{e)(x,y,z)

= (l+xez)i       £       xp{G)-n(G)yrzs\

[r ,sSf/{e)(r ,s)3G J

i+1= y^        Y^        ^(O-'IC)   '   J + V^        y^        xP(G)-n(G)+e   rz

rf Sí/M(r¿)3G M SíM{rj)3G

_ y^       V^      xP(G')_"(G|,vrz'S + y^ ^        xP(Gi)-n(G2)   r^+l

'■.í ^(r,í)9G, ',* S\{rj+\)BG¡.

= E    E    xp(G)-n(G)yrzs

r,s Sf(r,s)3G

= PT(x,y,z).   Q.E.D.

The polynomial PT(x ,y, z) is not only an invariant of a graph but also an

invariant for a 2-isomorphic graph. (For the definition of a 2-isomorphism, see

[N or W].)

The following properties of Pr(x ,y, z) are easily proved.

Proposition 2.1.  (I) If Y has m connected components, YX,Y2, ... ,Ym, then

m

Pr(x,y,z)=ym~xY[Pr(x,y,z).
m— 1

1=1

(2) // T is connected and if YX,Y2,... ,Yk are blocks of Y, then

k

PT(x,y,z) = Y[PYi(x,y,z).
i=\
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Corollary 2.2. Let e¡ = fr(e7).

(1) If Y consists of k loops ex, ... ,ek then

k

Pr(x,y,z) = l[(l+xe'z).
i=i

(2) If Y is a tree with I edges ex, ... ,e¡, then

i

Pr(x,y,z) = H(y + xe').
i=\

Corollary 2.3. If Y is the opposite graph of Y, then

Pt(x,y,z) = Pr(x~X ,y,z).

Pr(x,y,z) is closely related to other polynomials which appear in graph

theory. In fact, we have

Proposition 2.4. Let Y be a connected positive simple graph. Let CT(y) denote

the chromatic polynomial of Y. Then

Pr(-l,y,l) = Cr(y)y-x.

Proposition 2.5. Let Y be a connected positive graph. Let x(T;y,z) denote

Tutte's dichromate of Y [Tu]. Then

Pr(l,y-l,z-l) = x(T;y,z).

Proofs of these propositions follow immediately if we compare the recursion

formulas needed to evaluate C(y) or x(T;y,z) and (2.2) (I)—(II).

Since positive graphs are important in both graph theory and its application

to knot theory, it is worth writing Pr(x,y,z) more precisely for a positive

graph T.

Proposition 2.6. If Y is a positive graph, then

(2.3) Pr(x,y,z) = xv-X    E    W'.')l (£)'(**)'•
0<r,5<oo

where v = |K(r)|.

Proof. Since Y is positive, for any spanning subgraph G we have p(G) =

\E(G)\ and n(G) = 0. Let GeS"r(r,s). Then r - s = ß0(G) - 1 - ßx(G) =

\V(G)\-\E(G)\-l = v - 1 -p(G), and hence p(G) = v-l-(r-s). Therefore,

xp{G)-n(G)/zs = xv-X(^)r(xz)s.

This proves Proposition 2.6.

3. Degree of Pr(x,y, z). The first main theorem

A Laurent polynomial g(xx, ... ,xm) G 2[xfx, ... ,x*x] can be written

uniquely as

g(xx,...,xm)= 2J        %...k„xx    ■xm
—oo<k\ ,... ,km<oo

where a,    ,   ¿ 0.
f 1 " * Km
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We define the maximal and minimal degrees of g(xx, ... ,xm) as follows.

(3-1)       dm^S(xx,...,xm)=  max{kx+-+km\akv..km^0}   and

dminS(xx ,.-.,xm)=   min {*, + •■■ + KKykm * °> '
K[ ,... ,fCm

In this section, we determine dmax and dmin for Pr(x ,y, z).

Let r be a (weighted) graph. We reserve P and TV, exclusively, for the

maximal positive and negative spanning subgraphs of Y respectively. In other

words, P and N are the spanning subgraphs such that E(P) = f77 (1) and

E(N) = ffx(-l).
A spanning subgraph G belongs to some S^T(r, s). For convenience, we say

G G<9>r(rG,sG), i.e., rG = ß0(G)-l and sG = ßx(G).

Theorem 3.1 (First Main Theorem). Let Y be a graph. Then

(3.2) (1)       dmaxPT(x,y,z)=p(Y) + rp + sp;

(2)       dmnPr(x,y-X,z-x) = -(n(Y) + rN+sN).

Proof. First we show that it suffices to prove the theorem for a connected graph.

In fact, if r has m connected components Yx, ... ,Ym, then Pr(x,y,z) =

ym~l n™i pr,(x'y 'z) • NotinS that rp = E"i rp, + (m-l), where P¡ denotes

the maximal positive graph of TV , we have

m

dma*pr(x. y >z) = m - ! + E ¿max'V, (x, y, Z)

1=1

m

= m-l+E{P(r,) + rp+5í,i}
i=i

= w - 1 +p(r) + J2 rp¡ + J2 sp,
1=1 1=1

= p(Y) + rp + sp.

This proves (3.2)(1). Similarly, (3.2)(2) holds for a disconnected graph if it

is proved for a connected graph. Therefore, we assume henceforth that Y is

connected.

Second, we note that Pr(x,y,z) and Pr(x,y~x, z~x) are positive polyno-

mials; i.e., all nonzero coefficients are positive.

Now, to each spanning subgraph   67  of T, there is associated a term
xP(G)-n{G)yrGzsG    ^   p^^^)    an(J   xP(G)-n(G)y-r, ^s,,    ^    p^ >y-< > z~«) .

For convenience, the degrees of these terms are called the degree of G and are

denoted by deg67 = /z(67)-«(67)-r-rG-(-5G and deg* G = p(G) -n(G)-rG-sG .

Since degP = p(Y) + rp+ sp and deg* N = -n(Y) - rN - sN , we only need to
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show that for any spanning subgraph G,

(3.3) (1)       deg67<degP,and

(2)       deg* 67 > deg* N.

We use the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. For any spanning subgraph G of Y,

(3.4) (1)       rG-{p(Y)-p(G)}<rpandsG-n(G)<sp;

(2)       rG - {n(Y) - n(G)} < rN and sG - p(G) < sN .

Proof. Since P contains all positive edges in Y, any positive edge in 67 is

contained in P. Therefore, 67 is obtained from P by removing p(Y) - p(G)

positive edges and then by adding n(G) negative edges. Let H be a spanning

subgraph of Y and H' be the subgraph obtained from H either by removing

one edge or by adding one edge. Then we see easily that

\rH - rH, | < 1    and    \sH - sH, \ < 1,

and hence

rG < rp + p(Y) - p(G)   and   sG < sp + n(G).

This proves (3.4)(1). A proof of (2) is analogous but by taking P instead of N

and hence is omitted.

Now, using Lemma 3.2, we have

de%P = p(Y) + rp + sp > p(G) + rG + sG- n(G) = deg67,    and

deg* N = -n(Y) -rN-sN< -n(G) - rG+p(G)-sG = deg* G.

This proves (3.3) and hence Theorem 3.1.   Q.E.D.

When r is reduced, we can slightly strengthen Theorem 3.1 to Theorem 3.3

below. Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 are of fundamental importance for applications

to link theory.

Theorem 3.3. If Y is a reduced positive graph, then for any spanning subgraph

G, not P or N,

(3.5) (1)       deg67<degP;

(2)       deg* 67 > deg* N.

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that Y is connected.

(1) Since T is positive, P = Y and N = VT, and hence n(Y) = 0, rp = 0,

rN = \V(Y)\ - 1, and sN = 0. Therefore, we have from (3.4) sG < sp and

sG - p(G) < 0. Using these inequalities, we have deg 67 = p(G) + rQ + sG <

p(G) + rG + sp and degP = p(Y)+sp and, moreover, deg* 67 = p(G)-rG-sG >

-rG and deg* N = -rN - sN = -{^(r)! - 1}. Therefore, it suffices to show

that

(3.6) (1)       p(G) + rG<p(Y), and

(2)       rG<|F(r)|-l.
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Let p(Y) — p(G) = q > 1 . Then G is obtained from P(= Y) by removing

q edges, ex,e2, ... ,eq say. Let Yj = Y-{ex,e2,...,eJ), 0 < j < q. Note

that ro = P and Y = G. Since Y has no isthmuses, Yx is still connected,

i.e., rr = 0. Inductively, we can prove that rr < / - 1 for 1 < j < q and,

hence, rG = rr < q - 1 = p(T) -p(G) - 1 . This implies that p(G) + rG < p(Y),

which proves (3.6)(1).

To prove (3.6)(2), we note that N is the spanning vertex graph Vr and G

is obtained from N by adding p(67) positive edges, e\, ... ,e tG,, say. Let

Nj = N\J{e[t... ,e'j}, 0 < ; < p(G). Note that NQ = N and Np{G) = G,

and p(G) > 1. Since N does not have a loop, e'x is not a loop and hence

rN = \V(Y)\ - 2 and, inductively, we can prove that rN < \V(Y)\ - j - I for

1 < j < P(G). Therefore, rG = rN g < \V(Y)\-p(G) - 1 < \V(Y)\ - 1. This

proves (3.6)(2). A proof of Theorem 3.3 is now complete.     Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.4. Let Y be a connected graph. Let G be a spanning subgraph of

Y and 67' be the spanning subgraph such that E(G') = E(Y) - E(G). ( 67' is

called the spanning complement of G.) Then

(3.7) rG + sG + rG,+sG,<\E(r)\.

Furthermore, equality holds in (3.7) iff G is a union of some (not necessarily

all) blocks of Y (and hence 67' is a union of the remaining blocks).

Proof. Use the Mayer-Vietoris homology sequence:

-» HX(GD 67') -» HX(G)®HX(G') h HX(GUG')

-y H0(G n 67') -, H0(G) © H0(G') - ■ ■ ■

Since Gn67' = VT, it follows that Hx(GnG') = 0 and it is a monomorphism.

Since every homology group is free abelian, we see that ßX(G) + ßX(G') = sG +

sG, < ßx(GöG') = \E(Y)\ - {\V(Y)\ - 1). Since rG + 1 - sG = \V(G)\ - \E(G)\
for any spanning subgraph 67, it follows that rG + sG + rG, + sG, = sG — \E(G)\ +

\V(Y)\-l+sG+sG,-\E(G')\ + \V(Y)\-l+sG, = 2(sG+sG,)-\E(Y)\+2\V(Y)\-2<

2(\E(Y)\ - \V(Y)\ + 1) - \E(Y)\ + 2\V(Y)\ - 2 = \E(Y)\.
Furthermore, equality holds in (3.7) iff i^ is an isomorphism, and hence

G must be a union of blocks of Y. This completes a proof of Theorem 3.4.

Q.E.D.

4. Chromatic degree of a graph

Since the polynomial Pr(x ,y, z) has three variables, we can define various

partial degrés of Pr(x ,y, z), for example, the degree of Pr(x ,y, z) with re-

spect to x, y, or z . However, most of these partial degrees are not interesting.

In fact, we observe:

Proposition 4.1.

0) ¿max^-MH^r) and dminPr(x, 1,1) = -n(Y).
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(2) dm¡íxPr(l ,y,l) = r(Y) and dminPr(l ,y,l) = 0.

(3) dmaxPr(l,l,z) = s(r) anddmmPr(l,l,z) = 0.

One of the interesting and important partial degrees of PT(x,y,z) is

dmaxPr(l ,y ,z), which will be discussed in this section and the next.

Since Pr(l,y-l,z-l) = x(T;y,z) (Proposition 2.5), dmMPr(l ,y ,z) is

nothing more than the degree of Tutte's dichromate. We call it the chromatic

degree of Y in this paper. (See Definition 4.1 below.) There is very little

literature relevant to this degree. Theorems 4.5-4.8 below are probably the first

general theorems about the chromatic degree.

Although there is an algorithm to determine the chromatic degree, it seems

quite difficult to describe it precisely, contrary to dmixPr(x, y, z). We are only

able to determine the degree for certain special types of graphs.

Let T be a graph. Since ^maxPr(l >y.z) does not depend on the weight, we

henceforth assume that Y is a positive graph. Let 67 be a spanning subgraph

of r.

Definition 4.1. The chromatic degree of G, d(G), is d(G) = rG+ sG, and the

chromatic degree of Y, d(Y) is

d(Y) = max ¿(67)

G : spanning subgraphs.

Proposition 4.2.

i(r) = dm¡aPr(l,y,z) = dm¡aX(T;y,Z).

d(Y) is recursively determined by the following

Theorem 4.3.

(1) IfY{,...,Ym are connected components of Y, then

(4.1) d(r) = £d(r,) + m-i
i=i

(2) IfYx,..., Yk are blocks of Y, then

k

(4.2) d(n = Ed(r«)-
i=i

(3) If Y consists of I loops and k isthmuses, then d(Y) = I + k .

(4) // E(Y) = 0 and \V(Y)\ = v , then d(Y) = v-l.
(5) Suppose that Y is connected and E(Y) ^ 0. Let e G E(Y). If e is

neither a loop nor an isthmus, then

(4.3) d(T) = max{d(r -(e)), d(r/(<?))}.
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Proof. (l)-(4) follow from Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.2. (5) follows from

the fact that Pr(l ,y ,z) = Pr_{e)(l ,y ,z) + Pr/{e)(l ,y ,z) and Pr(l,y,z) isa

positive polynomial.

A spanning subgraph 67 of Y is called maximal if d(G) = d(Y). A maximal

spanning subgraph need not be unique.

Proposition 4.4. For any subgraph Y0 ofY,

(4.4) d(Y)>d(Y0) + \V(Y)\-\V(Y0)\.

Proof. Let 670 be a maximal spanning subgraph of Y0 . Let vx,v2, ... ,vk be

the elements in V(Y) - V(Y0). Then G0u{vx,v2, ... ,vk} is a (not necessarily

maximal) spanning subgraph of Y, and hence

d(r) > d(G0 U{vx,v2,...,vk}) = d(GQ) + k = d(r0) + k.   Q.E.D.

Suppose that a graph T is a union of two subgraphs Yx and Y2 which meet

in m common vertices vx, v2, ... ,vm. Let U = {vx,v2, ... ,vm) and denote

by Y2/U the graph obtained from T2 by identifying all vertices in U to a

single vertex. If m = 1, then Y2/U = Y2.

For any maximal spanning subgraph 67 of Y, G(lYx and 67nr2 are spanning

subgraphs of Yx and T2, respectively, and therefore we have

(4.5) d(r)<d(r,) + d(r2).

(4.5) can be generalized to (4.6) below.

Theorem 4.5.

(4.6) d(Y)<d(Yx) + d(Y2/U).

Proof. A proof will be given by induction on m. Since (4.6) becomes (4.5)

when m = 1, we may assume that m > 2.

Take a maximal spanning subgraph 67 of Y. Suppose first that 67 contains

some vertex, vm say, as an isolated vertex. Then d(G — {vm}) = d(G) — 1 .

Now remove all edges incident to vm from Y to obtain the subgraph Y". Since

vm is an isolated vertex in 67, G n Y1 = 67' is also maximal. Let TJ¡ = T( n r'

(i = 1,2). Then Y" = Y'x u 1^ and Y"x n 1^ = {vx ,v2, ... ,vm_x} and the
induction assumption yields

(4.7) d(r')<d(ivl)+d(r2/{D1,...>v1}).

Since T7, is a subgraph of T, and |F(r,)| = |l/(r'|)| + l, it follows from (4.4)

that d(Y"x) + 1 < d(T,). Furthermore, YJ2/{vx ,v2, ... ,vm_x} is a subgraph of

Y2/U, and hence d(YJ2/{vx ,v2, ... ,vm_x}) < d(Y2/U). Therefore we have

from (4.7)

d(G) - 1 = d(Y) - 1 = d(Y/) < d(Y'x ) + d(Y2/U)

and

d(T) < d(r,) + i + d(Y2/u) < d(r,) + d(Y2/u),
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which proves (4.6). This argument is also valid if some vertex, vm say, in U is

isolated in 671 (or in 672 ); i.e., there are no edges in 67, (or in 672 ) which are

incident to vm . Therefore, we may assume hereafter that none of the vertices

in U is isolated in 67, and 672. For simplicity, we write r2/C7 = f2 and

G2/U = G2 • G2 is a subgraph of f 2 . Let CX,C2,... ,CS be basic circuits in

67; i.e., {CX,C2, ... ,CS} forms a basis for HX(G;Z). Suppose that each Ci

belongs to either Yx or Y2, but not both. Since ßx(G2) > ßx(G2), y?,(67) <

ßx(Gx) + ßx(G2). To evaluate ß0(G7), consider the smallest subgraphs 67¿ of

67,. which contain U. Let «( = ß0(G'j). Then we see easily that

(4.8) ß0(G) = ß0(Gx) + ß0(G2) -nx-n2 + l.

Since ß0(G2) - n2 = ß0(G2) - 1, we have

a(r) = d(G) = ß0(G) + ßx(G)-l

< ßo(Gx) + ß0(G2) -nx+ ßx(Gx) + ßx(G2) - 1

<{ßo(Gx) + ßx(Gx)-l} + {ß0(G2) + ßx(G2)-l}

= d(Gx) + d(G2)

<d(T,) + d(T2).

Finally, suppose that some circuit, Cx say, splits into several pieces by U.

C, is no longer a circuit of 67,. However, a part of C, forms at least one

circuit in 672, and therefore ßx(G) < ßx(Gx) + ßx(G2). On the other hand,

(4.8) is also valid for 67 and 67;, and hence we obtain (4.6).

A proof of Theorem 4.4 is now complete.

Remark 4.1. In (4.6), d(r,) cannot be replaced by d(r,/f7). In other words,

d(T) < d(Yx/U) + d(Y2/U) need not be true. However, for more details see

[M6].
The following theorem will frequently be used to determine d(Y).

Theorem 4.6. For any connected graph Y,

'\E(Y)\ + l
(4.9) <d(r)<|£(T)|.

2

Proof. To prove the first inequality, first we note that d(Y) > d(G) for any

spanning subgraph G. Letting G be Fr or T.we have

(d(Y)>d(Vr) = \V(Y)\-l    and

\d(Y)>d(Y) = ßx(Y).

Since T is connected, ß0(T) = 1, and hence it follows from (4.10) that

2d(T) > \V(Y)\ -l + ßx(Y) = ßQ(Y) - 1 + |i<(HI = \E(Y)\,

which is equivalent to the first inequality.

Now we prove the second inequality.   If |£(r)| = 0 or 1, the inequality

is obvious.   Suppose inductively that d(Iv) < 1^(1^)1 for any graph T7 with
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|£(r')| < \E(Y)\. If T consists of loops and isthmuses, then Theorem 4.3

(3) shows that d(Y) = \E(Y)\, and we are done. Suppose that Y has an edge

e, not a loop or an isthmus. Since d(Y - e) < \E(Y - e)\ = \E(Y)\ - 1 and

d(T/e) < |.E(r)| - 1 by the induction assumption, it follows from (4.3) that

d(Y) < \E(Y)\ - 1 < \E(Y)\. This proves the second inequality.     Q.E.D.

If d(T) has the extreme value, then we can almost determine the graph Y.

Theorem 4.7. Let Y be a connected graph. Suppose d(Y) = [(|is(r)| + l)/2].

Then, if \E(Y)\ is even, VT and Y are maximal. If \E(Y)\ is odd, then Vr or

Y (but not both) is maximal.

Proof. Suppose that \E(Y)\ is even. Then 2d(Y) = \E(Y)\, and hence (4.10)

implies that d(T) = d(Vr) = \V(Y)\ - 1 and d(Y) = ßx(Y). Therefore, both VT

and T are maximal. If \E(Y)\ is odd, then 2d(T) = |.E(r)| +1, and hence either

d(T) = \V(Y)\ - 1 and d(Y) = ßx(Y) + l, or d(Y) = \V(Y)\ and d(Y) = ßx(Y).
In the first case Vr is maximal, while in the second case Y is maximal, but Vr

and T cannot be maximal simultaneously.

Theorem 4.8. Let Y be a connected graph.

(i) d(T) = \E(Y)\ iff Y consists of only loops and isthmuses; i.e., Y is a

tree with loops attached.

(ii) d(T) = l-E^r)! -I iff Y consists of loops, isthmuses, and either exactly

one circuit or one multiple-edge graph; i.e., Y is a circuit or a multiple-

edge graph with the graph obtained in (i) attached.

Proof, (i) The "if part follows from Theorem 4.3 (3). To prove the converse,

suppose that d(Y) = \E(Y)\. If Y has an edge e, not a loop or an isthmus, then

(4.3) would yield d(Y) < \E(Y)\ - 1, since d(Y-(e)) and d(Y/e) < \E(Y)\ - 1.
It contradicts the assumption.

(ii). First we assume that Y is not separable. Then the "if part is easy.

Conversely, suppose d(Y) = \E(Y)\ - 1. The case where \E(Y)\ = 0 or 1 cannot

occur. If \E(Y)\ = 2, then T is a multiple-edge graph, since Y is not separable,

and we are done.

Now suppose inductively that (ii) holds for any (nonseparable) graph f with

\E(r*)\ < |£(r)| and d(f) = |£rT)| - 1. Take an edge e from Y. Since Y is
not separable, e is neither a loop nor an isthmus. Therefore, (4.3) implies that

at least one of d(Y - (e)) and d(Y/e) must be |£(r)| - 1.

Suppose that d(Y - (e)) = \E(Y)\ - 1 = \E(Y - (e))\. Then (i) implies

that T - (e) must be a tree with loops attached. Since Y has no loops and

isthmuses, Y - (e) must be a tree with only two vertices of valency one, and

these vertices are ends of e. Therefore, Y is a circuit. On the other hand,

if d(r/e) = \E(Y)\ - 1 = \E(Y/e)\, then Y/e must be one-vertex graph to

which many loops are attached, since Y is not separable. Therefore, Y is a

multiple-edge graph. This proves (ii) for a nonseparable graph.

Now suppose that Y is separable. Then (4.2) and (4.9) show that only one

block, T,, say, has the chromatic degree |¿s(r,)| - 1, and other blocks Y¡
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(i ^ 1) have chromatic degree |is (1^)1. Then apply the previous argument and

(i),   Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.9. If Y is not separable, and \E(Y)\ > 1, then

|£(rjl + 1]<d(r)<|g(r)|-i.

Furthermore, d(Y) = \E(Y)\ -I iff Y is either a circuit or a multiple-edge graph.

5. Maximal spanning subgraphs

In this section, we will study the properties of maximal spanning subgraphs

of r and will determine maximal subgraphs of certain graphs, including the

complete graph. First we may assume without loss of generality that Y has no

loops, because if Y has loops, any maximal spanning subgraph must contain

them.

Proposition 5.1. Suppose that Y contains multiple edges ex, ... ,em having the

same ends a and b, say.

If m > 3, then any maximal spanning subgraph must contain these multiple

edges.

When m = 2, some maximal spanning subgraph G may not have these edges

ex, e2, but 67' = 67 u {ex, e2} is also a maximal spanning subgraph of Y.

Proof. Let 67 be a maximal spanning subgraph of Y.

Case (I), a and b belong to different connected components of 67. Then

G' = Go {ex, ... ,em} is also a spanning subgraph, and

67' G •57r(rG ~ ^,sG + m- 1 )

and hence d(G') = rG + sG + m-2.Ifm>3, then d(G') > d(G), a contra-

diction. If m = 2, then d(G') = d(G) and G' is also maximal.

Case (II). a and b belong to the same component of G. Let 67' = G U

{ex, ... ,em}. Then G' G SíPr(rG,sG + k), where k is the number of those edges

ex, ... ,em which are not in G. If k > 1 , then d(G') > d(G), a contradiction

and hence G = G'.   Q.E.D.

A connected subgraph H of Y is called an m-chain if (1) V(H) = {vx, ... ,

vm+x}, where v¡ # v} if i¿j, and (2) E(H) = {ex, ... ,em};(3) vt and vi+x

are ends of e¡., i = 1,2, ... ,m . Furthermore, if all vertices, except the first

vx and last vm+x, have valency 2 in Y, an m-chain is said to be pure.

The following proposition is the dual to Proposition 5.1, and therefore a

proof will be omitted.

Proposition 5.2. Suppose that Y has a pure m-chain H. If m > 3, any

maximal spanning subgraph cannot contain m edges ex, ... ,e   . If m = 2,
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there may exist a maximal spanning subgraph 67 that contains ex and e2, but

G - {ex,e2} is also a maximal spanning subgraph of Y.

The following proposition is quite useful in finding maximal spanning sub-

graphs.

Proposition 5.3. Let G be a maximal spanning subgraph of Y. Suppose that

G contains an edge e. Then G/(e) is also maximal in Y/(e). Furthermore, if

GG<9>r(r,s), then G/(e) G^r/{e)(r ,s), and hence d(G) = d(G/(e)).

More generally, if 67 contains multiple edges ex, ... ,em, then 67„ =

(G-{ex,...,em_x})/(em) is also maximal in Yt = (Y-{ex, ... ,em_x})/(em),

and d(G) = d(GJ + m- 1.

Proof. First, e is not an isthmus. In fact, if e is an isthmus, then 67' =

G - (e) belongs to Y(rG + 1 ,sG) and hence d(G') = rG + sG + 1 > d(G), which

contradicts the maximality of 67. Theorem 4.3(5) now implies that d(67) =

max{d(r- (e)), d(r/(<?))} . However, it is clear that ß0(G - (e)) = ß0(G) and

ßx(G - (e)) = ßx(G) - 1, while ß0(G/(e)) = ß0(G) and, since e is not a loop,

ßx(G/(e)) = ßx(G). Therefore, d(G/(e)) = d(G) > d(Y/(e)), and hence G/(e)

is maximal in Y/(e).

The general case is proved in a similar manner. Note that

G.G<9>u(rG,sG-m+l). Q.E.D.

Using these propositions, we can determine d(Y) for some simple graphs.

Example 5.1. If Y is an «-circuit, then d(r) = n - I, and VT is a maximal

spanning subgraph.

Example 5.2. If Y is an zi-wheel, then d(Y) = n, and VT and Y are maximal

spanning subgraphs. (See Figure 5.1.)

In fact, if a maximal spanning subgraph 67 has an edge, ex say, Proposition

5.3 shows that 67, = G/(ex) is also maximal in Y/(ex) = Yx . However, Yx now

contains multiple edges e\, e2, and hence we may assume that 67, contains e\

and e'2. Then Proposition 5.3 is applied again to show that (Gx-(e'x))/(e'2) = G2

is maximal in (Yx - (e'x))/(e'2) = Y2 . Y2 now contains multiple edges. Repeat

the same argument so that eventually Y becomes a single vertex. Therefore

the original maximal spanning subgraph 67 must be Y. Computations of d(Y)

and d(VT) conclude that d(Y) = n .

A similar argument will prove the following.

Proposition 5.4. Let Ym be the complete m-graphs. If m = 3, a maximal

spanning subgraph is the spanning vertex graph. If m > 4, a maximal spanning

subgraph is Y itself. Therefore, d(Y3) = 2 and d(Ym) = (m - l)(m - 2)/2 for
m>4.

Proof. Since /?0(rj - ßx(YJ = \V(YJ\ - \E(YJ\, it follows that ßx(YJ =

l-m + Cï) = (V). and hence d(rj = 0 + ßx(YJ = (V) •
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Figure 5.1

Proposition 5.5. Let Y be a triangulation of S . Suppose \V(Y)\ > 4. Then Y

itself is a maximal spanning subgraph of Y, and hence d(Y) = ßx(Y).

Proof. By the same argument as used before, we can easily prove that if a

maximal spanning subgraph G contains an edge, then G = Y. Now we compute

d(Y) and d(Vr).
Obviously, d(V(Y)) = \V(Y)\-l and d(Y) = d-l , where d is the number of

domains in 5 -I*. Since Y is a triangulation of 5 , it follows that 2\E(Y)\ =

3d, while | V(Y)\ - \E(Y)\ + d = 2, since Y is a planar graph. Combining these

equalities, we obtain that 3d = 2(|V(Y)\ + d-2). Since |V(Y)\ > 4, it follows

that d - I = 2\V(Y)\ - 5 > \V(Y)\ - 1 . This proves Proposition 5.5.

Examples 5.1 and 5.2 and these propositions may mislead the reader into

believing that a maximal spanning subgraph is either the spanning vertex graph

e4

Figure 5.2
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or T itself. This is not always the case, however, as is shown in the following

simple graph Y (in Figure 5.2).

A maximal spanning subgraph G of Y consists of five edges ex,e2, ... ,e5

and all vertices. Then 67 G S"r(2,3) and hence d(G) = 5, but Y G ̂ -(0,4)

and V(Y) G ̂ f (4,0). In fact, d(Y) = 5 .

6. Coefficients of polynomials

By definition, 77^v(0,0) is the set of spanning trees of Y. It will be seen

in §7 that |5^(0,0)| can be calculated by means of the adjacency matrix of

T (Proposition 7.2). Besides |«5p(0,0)|, the explicit evaluation of |^.(r,j)|

seems extremely difficult, even for a positive graph. In this section, we will

determine some of these \^r(r,s)\ with large r or s. The results will be used

in the later sections.

Proposition 6.1. Let Y be a connected positive graph.   Let v = \V(Y)\ and

t = ßx(Y). Then

(l)(i) 1^-1,0)1 = 1.

(ii) If Y has k loops, then for i>l, \9"T{v - 1 ,i)\ = (*).

(2)(i) |^r(0,0l = l.
(ii) If Y has I isthmuses, then for j > I, \S^.(j ,t)\ = (j).

Proof. Let G G 7?r(rG, sG). Since rG - sG + 1 is equal to Euler characteristic

of G, we see that

(6.1) rG-sG = v-l-\E(G)\.

Proof of (I). Let G G 5"r(v -I, i), z" > 0. Then (6.1) shows that \E(G)\ = i,
and hence S"T(v -1,0) consists of only the spanning vertex graph Vr, and

S?v(v- 1,0)| = 1.
Suppose i — |is(67)| > 1. Let ex,e2,... ,ek be all loops in Y. Consider

ro = Y - {ex,e2, ... ,ek}. Suppose is (67) n E(Y0) ^ 0. Since ro has no
loops, every edge in ro has two ends, and hence ßQ(G) ^ v , a contradiction.

Therefore, E(G) n is(ro) = 0, and every edge of 67 is a loop. Since there are

exactly k loops in T, we have 7?r(v - 1 ,/)| = (*).

Proof of (2). Let G G S*r(j, t). Then \E(G)\ = v - 1 - (j - t) = \E(Y)\ - j,
since |£(r)| = v-l+t.lfj = 0, then G = Y and <5^(0 ,t)\ = l.

Suppose j = \E(Y)\ - |is(67)| > 1. Let ex,e2, ... ,e, be all isthmuses in Y,

and consider YQ = Y-{ex,e2, ... ,e,} . Suppose E(GnY0) ¿ E(YQ). Since T0

has no isthmuses, it follows that for every edge e in YQ, YQ- (e) is connected,

and hence ßx(Y0 - (e)) = ßx(YQ) - I = t- I and ßx(G) < t, a contradiction.

Therefore, E(GnY0) = E(Y0). Then, since \E(Y)\-\E(G)\ = j, G is obtained

from T by deleting / isthmuses, and hence ¡^(j ,t)\ = ('.).     Q.E.D.

Proposition 6.2.

(l)(i) If Y contains k loops, then \S?r(v - 2,0)| = \E(Y)\ -k.

(ii) If Y is simple, then for any i > 1,  \77?Y(v - 2, i)\ = 0.
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(2)(i) If Y contains I isthmuses, then \5^.(0,t- l)\ = \E(Y)\ -I.

(ii) If Y has neither isthmuses nor twigs, then for any j > 1,

\7?v(j,t - 1)| = 0, where a twig is a vertex with valency 2.

Proof. (1) Let G G S"v(v -2,i). Then \E(G)\ = v-l-(v-2-i) = i+l.

(i) Suppose i = 0. Then G has only one edge e. e is not a loop, otherwise

ßx(G) t¿ 0. Therefore, there are only \E(Y)\ - k spanning subgraphs 67 with

one edge and ßx (67) = 0.

(ii) Suppose i > 1. Since Y is simple, any two distinct edges are incident

to at least three distinct vertices. Therefore, ß0(G) - I < v - 3, and hence

5*r(v -2,/) = 0 for i > 1.

A proof of (2) is analogous and hence is omitted.

Finally, we will prove the following unexpected theorem.

Theorem 6.3. Let 77x7(rx ,sx),77^r(r2 ,s2), ... ,^r(rk,sk) be a sequence of all

nonempty sets of maximal spanning subgraphs of Y such that ri + si = d(Y),

i = 1,2, ... , k and r, < r2<    ■ < rk . Then

\S*r(rx,sx)\ = l    and   \79¡-(rk,sk)\ = I.

Proof. For convenience, we call •9\7(rx ,sx) and 777?v(rk ,sk) the first and the last

sets of maximal spanning subgraphs of Y, respectively. We prove only that

\^r(r\ 'si)l = 1 ' smce a proof of another formula is completely analogous.

Now a proof will be given by induction on \E(Y)\. We may assume without

loss of generality that Y is connected and is not separable. (See Theorem 4.3.)

Since the theorem is trivially true for \E(Y)\ = 0 or 1, we assume inductively

that the theorem holds for any graph Y1 with |£'(r/)| < \E(Y)\. Take 6?, and

G2 from '9\7(rx ,sx).

Case l. E(GX)<1E(G2)¿0. Let e G E(Gx)<lE(G2). Then Gx/(e) = G\ and

G2/(e) = G'2 are maximal spanning subgraphs of Y/(e) = f (Proposition 5.3).

Note that 67', , G2 e 7?Pr,(rx ,sx). Furthermore, it is easy to see that 77^,(7 ,s )

is the first set of maximal spanning subgraphs of f . Therefore the induction

assumption implies that 67, = G'2 in Y and hence 67, = G2 .

Case 2. E(GX) n is(672) = 0. Suppose that there is an edge e of Y, not in

67, or 672. Then G\ = Gx - (e) and G'2 = G2 - (e) are maximal spanning

subgraphs in Y1 = Y - (e). Since 777r.,(rx ,sx) (9 67', ,G2) is the first set of

maximal spanning subgraphs of f , it follows from the induction assumption

that 67', = G2 and hence 67, = G2, as required.

Therefore we may assume finally that each edge in Y belongs to either 67,

or G2, but not both. Since 67, and G2 are spanning subgraphs, 67, is the

spanning complement of G2 in Y. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 3.4

that

(6-2) rG +sG +rG2+sG <\E(Y)\.
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Since r = rG¡ = rG , s = sG = sG , and r + s = d(Y), we have from (6.2) that

2d(T) = 2(r + s) <\E(Y)\, and hence

(6.3) d(r)<[|is(r)|/2].

On the other hand, Corollary 4.9 shows that

(6.4) [(is(r) + i)/2]<d(r).

Combining (6.3) and (6.4), we see that \E(Y)\ is even and d(Y) = |£(r)|/2.

Therefore, we must have equality in (6.2) (or (3.7)). Since Y is not separable, it

follows from Theorem 3.4 that 67, = Y and G2 = VT (or 67, = VT and G2 = Y).

Then 67, G<9>r(0,ßx(Y)) and 672 e^r(|F(r)|-l ,0) (or 67, G<9¡-(\V(Y)\-l ,0)
and G2 G 5"r(0, ßx(Y)). This is possible only if | V(Y)\ - 1 = 0 and ßx (Y) = 0,
i.e., Y is the one-vertex graph, and then 67, = G2 = Y. This proves Theorem

6.3.

7. Signature of a graph

In this section, we introduce another invariant of a weighted graph, and in

the next section we will prove the second main theorem (Theorem 8.1).

Definition 7.1. Let Y be a (weighted) graph. The adjacency matrix of Y is a

\V(Y)\ x \V(Y)\ integer matrix Ar = ||a0|| defined as follows.

(7.1)(1) For any i ^ j, a¡¡ is the number of those positive edges minus

negative edges which have two ends v( and v¡.

(2) a,,. = 0for i = 1,2, ... ,\V(Y)\.

Let DT = \\djjW be a diagonal matrix of order \V(Y)\, where dH = J7,\VJ\^ aij >

i = 1,2,... ,\ V(Y)\. Then the matrix Br = DT - Ar is called the matrix of Y.
We should note that if Y is positive then Br coincides with the known

matrix of a (unweighted) graph considered in [Bi, §4]. Br is not affected by

the presence of loops in Y.

BT is also defined using the incidence matrix Cr of Y. CT = ||cI71| is a
|F(r)| x |is(r)| integer matrix defined in a usual way for Y (without a weight).

Each row corresponds to a vertex and each column corresponds to an edge. If

an i'th edge ei is a loop, then the z'th column of Cr is 0. However, if ei is

not a loop and has two ends vk and v¡, then the z'th column has exactly two

nonzero entries cki = 1 and cn = -I (or cki = -1 and cH = 1 ).

Let FT = \\ft. .|| be a diagonal matrix of order |is(r)|, where fu is the weight

of ei.

Proposition 7.1. BT = CrFrCY, where Clr denotes the transpose of Cr.

Proposition 7.2. The determinant of Y, denoted by det Y, is defined as a princi-

pal minor of Br of order \V(Y)\-l. Then detY gives the number of (weighted)

spanning trees in Y or, more precisely,

(7.2) detr=     ¿2    (-D"(G) = E   II   K'lh
G€^r(0,0) 7-crf,€£(r)

where the second summation runs over all spanning trees T in Y.
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Proofs of Propositions 7.1 and 7.2 are slight modifications of those of the

corresponding well-known theorems for a positive (or unweighted) graph, and

we omit the details. See [BC].

Now BT is symmetric and singular. Each row and column of Br corre-

spond to a vertex of Y. For convenience, we call the row (or column) of Br

corresponding to a vertex vQ the «0-row (or w0-column).

Let Br(ix,i2, ... ,ik) denote the principal submatrix of Br which

does not involve z',th-z'2fh—z'^th-rows and columns. Sometimes we write

Br(v¡ , ... ,v¡) instead of Br(ix, ... ,ik) if the z th row corresponds to the

vertex v, .
h

Definition 7.2. The signature of Br is called the signature of Y and is denoted

by o(Y).

Since Br is singular, the signature of BT coincides with the signature of

Br(i) for any i, l<i< \V(Y)\, and |<r(r)| < \V(Y)\ - 1 .

Proposition 7.3.

(1) fj(r) is an invariant of a graph.

(2) If Y is the opposite graph of Y, then o(t) = -o(Y).

(3) If Y is a connected positive graph, then o(Y) = \V(Y)\ - 1.

Proof. (1) and (2) follow from the definition.

(3) If T is a connected positive graph, then Br(i) has the following prop-

erties.

(7.3) (1) All diagonal entries are positive.

(2) Nondiagonal entries are nonpositive.

(3) Each row-sum (i.e., the sum of all entries of each row) is nonnegative.

(4) Every principal submatrix of Br(i)   has at least one row that has

nonzero row-sum.

Then it is shown that Br(i) is positive definite. For a proof, for example,

see [Ml]. Thus, o(Y) = \V(Y)\ - 1 .    Q.E.D.

Remark 7.1. The addition or removal of any number of loops does not change

the matrix of Y and hence the signature of Y.

In view of Proposition 7.3(3), <r(r) is only interested in a "mixed" graph.

Before we prove elementary properties of o(Y), we define a few concepts.

A symmetric matrix M is called completed if every row sum (and hence every

column sum) is 0. Every symmetric matrix M can be extended to a complete

matrix M with an extra row and column. M is called the completion of M.

Proposition 7.4.

( 1 ) Let Yx, ... ,Ym be connected components of Y. Then

(i)   a(Y) = Y.7-lo(Yi).and
(H) Kr)|<|F(r)|-m.
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Equality holds in (ii) if all T( are positive or all negative.

(2) Let Y be a connected graph and Yx, ... ,Yk be blocks of Y. Then

k

(7.4) a(r) = E"(r/).
1=1

(3) If Y is a tree with p(Y) positive and n(Y) negative edges, then

o(Y) = p(Y) - n(Y).

Proof. ( 1 ) From the definition, we see that Br is a direct sum of Br and hence

tf(r;) = T.7=xct(Y7). Since \o(Y7)\ < |K(r\)| - 1, (ii) follows immediately.

Furthermore, equality holds in (ii) iff o(YT) = \V(YT)\ - 1 for all i, or o(Y7) =

-(W(fi)\ - 1) for all i. Therefore, if r¿ are all positive or all negative, then

equality holds in (ii).

(2) Suppose that v0 is a cut vertex of Y, and Y = Yx U T2 and T, n Y2 =

{v0} . Then Br(vQ) is a direct sum of BT (v0) and BT(v0), and hence <r(r) =

a(Yx) + a(Y2). Suppose that T, has a cut vertex vx and let T, =r,,ur,2 and

r,,nr,2 = {vx} . Consider the completion Êr of Br (v0). Since T, is a union

of r,, and r,2 , there is a row corresponding to vx (which is the extended row

in Êr if v0 = vx) such that Êr (vx) is the direct sum of Br (vx) and Br (vx).

Therefore, ff(r,) = o(Yxx) + o(Yx2). Now an easy induction gives a proof of

(2).
Finally, (3) follows from the fact that o(Y) = 1 or -1 according as Y

consists of one positive or negative edge, not a loop, and its ends.

Remark 7.2. The signature is an invariant for 2-isomorphic graphs. For a proof,

see [M7].

8. Second main theorem

Let r be a weighted graph and let P and N be, respectively, the maximal

positive and negative spanning subgraphs of Y. The purpose of this section is

to prove the following

Theorem 8.1 (Second Main Theorem). Suppose that Y is connected. Then

(8.1) rN + sN - n(Y) < o(Y) < p(Y) - (rp + sp).

Equalities hold in (8.1 ) simultaneously iff each block of Y is either a positive or

negative graph.

Proof. The second statement follows from Theorem 3.4. In fact, both equalities

hold simultaneously iff rN + sN - n(Y) = p(Y) - (rp + sp) and hence rN + sN +

rp + sp = p(Y) + N(Y) = \E(Y)\. Since P and N are spanning complements,

Theorem 3.4 implies that P (and also A) is a union of blocks of Y, and

hence each block of Y must be either totally positive or negative. This proves

the second statement.
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Now we will prove (8.1). Since rN - sN = ß0(N) - 1 - ßx(N) = \V(N)\ -

\E(N)\ -1 = | V(Y)\ - n(Y) - 1, we have sN = rN -1 V(Y)\ + n(Y) + 1, and hence

rN + sN-n(Y) = 2rN-(\V(Y)\-l). Similarly, since sp = rp-\V(Y)\+p(Y) + l,

we have p(Y) - (rp + sp) = (\V(Y)\ -l)-2rp. Therefore, (8.1) is equivalent to

(8.2) 2rN-\V(Y)\ + l<o(Y)<\V(Y)\-l-2rf

To prove (8.2), we need the following lemma.

Lemma 8.2. Let Y be a connected graph. Let Y+ (or Y_) be the graph obtained

from Y by adding finitely many, h say, positive (or negative) edges, each of which

has the same ends, a and b, say. Then

(8.3) (1)   o(Y)<a(Y+)<a(Y) + 2, and

(2)   a(Y)-2<o(Y_)<a(Y).

Proof. We prove only (8.3)(1), since a proof of (2) is completely analogous.

To compute o(Y) and o(Y+), consider the matrices BT and BT . For

simplicity, we assume that vertices a and b correspond, respectively to, the

first and second rows (and columns) of BT and BT .

Now from the definition it is easy to see that Br and Br are identical except

for the top left 2x2 principal submatrices, which are of the form

Lfl21

*12

hi
and axx +h

a2x-h

ax2-h
a22 + h

respectively. Let M = Br(ab) = BT (ab). Since M is symmetric, there is a

(|F(r)| - 2) x (\V(Y)\ - 2) unimodular matrix U over Q such that UMU{

is a diagonal matrix with m, say, nonzero entries dx,d2, ... ,dm. Thus rank

M = m. U can be extended to a (|K(r)| — 1) x (|K(F)| — 1) unimodular matrix

Ux so that

0    ■••     0
d, 0

UxBr(a)U'x =

"22

0
m+1

and

UxBr+(a)U'x =

0       0

*m+l

â22 + h    0

0       dx

0

m+\

0

0

0    àm+l

0 dn
0
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Figure 8.1

Case (I). âm+i # 0 for some i > 1. Then o(Y) = a(M) = a(Y+), and we are

done.

Case (II). All äm+j = 0 (or rank M = \V(Y)\ -2). Then o(Y) and cr(r+)

are completely determined by the signs of â22 and à22 + h . Since h > 0, it

follows that if á22 > 0, then a22 + h>0 and hence o(Y) < o(Y+) < o(Y) + 1.

However, á22 + h may be positive, even if ä22 < 0. Therefore, o(Y+) = o(Y),

o(Y) + 1, or o(Y) + 2. This proves (8.3)(1).

Now we return to a proof of Theorem 8.1. We consider P and JV in T.

Suppose that P has k connected components P. ,P2, ... ,Pk.   Since Y is

connected, there are (k - 1) negative isthmuses ex 'k-\ each of which

connects two components of P and Y0 = Pu{ex, ... ,ek_x} is connected. Let

A( be the graph consisting of ei and its ends. Then (7.4) shows that

Zc-l

o(Yü) = Y^o(P7) + ^(N7).
i=i i=i

it follows thatSince a(P.) = \V{P¡)\ - 1 and o(N{) =

k k

"(r0) = T,i\vW\ -1} - (* -1) = E \vw\ -2k + i
1=1 1=1

= \V(Y)\-2k+l.

Now in order to obtain Y from ro , we have to add the remaining negative

edges to T0 . However, by Lemma 8.2, <r(r) < o(YQ) = \V(Y)\ - 2k + I . Since

rp = k- 1 , we have o(Y) < o(Y0) = \V(Y)\- 1 -2rp . This proves the right-side

inequality in (8.2).

A proof of the other inequality is completely analogous but by taking N

instead of P, and hence the details will be omitted. This proves (8.1).

Remark 8.1. There is a "mixed" graph Y for which one of the equalities holds

but not both. See Figure 8.1.

Example 8.1. The matrix of Y is

Br =

1     -1     0
-1     2     -1

0     -1     1
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Note that o(Y) = 2, v = 3,  rp = sN = 0, sp = rN = 1, p(Y) = 3, and

n(r) = 1. Therefore, rN + sN - n(Y) = 0 ¿ o(Y) = 2= p(Y) -rp-sp.

9. Dual graphs

So far, graphs have been completely arbitrary. However, in application to

knot or link theory, we need only planar graphs. An advantage of dealing with

planar graphs is the existence of the (geometric) dual graph. Since the dual

graph also plays an important role in link theory, in this section we will prove

some relationships between the invariants of a graph and its dual.

Let r be a weighted planar graph, i.e., Y c S . Let i denote the dual

graph of T. V(^) and the set F(Y) of domains in S - Y are in one-to-

one correspondence, and £(1) and E(Y) are in one-to-one correspondence

in such a way that e* G is (F) and its partner have exactly one point, not a

vertex, in common. We define the weight of e* as that of its partner.

Figure 9.1

Example 9.1. The dual G* of a subgraph 6? in Y is also defined. G* is a

subgraph of F.
We begin with a simple proposition.

Proposition 9.1. Let Y be a connected planar graph.   Then for any r and s,

7?r(r,s) and 7?pr¡t(s,r) are in one-to-one correspondence.

Proof. Take G G S^r(r, s), and consider the spanning complement G of 67 in

T. Let 67* be the dual of G. G* is a spanning subgraph of Yd . We claim

that G* € S"rd(s,r), or /?0(G*) = i + 1 and ßx(G*) = r. However, since

/?.(G*) = ßj(S2 - G), ¿ = 0,1, our claim is exactly the consequence of the

duality theorem:

(9.1)       ß0(S2-G) = ßx(G)+l   and   ßx(S2 - G) = ß0(G) - 1.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 9.1 implies that the chromatic degrees of Y and F are equal.

Proposition 9.2.  d(Y) = d(Yd).

Proof. Let G G77e'v(rG,sG) be a maximal spanning subgraph of Y, and hence

d(T) = d(G) = rG + sG. Since the dual G* of the spanning complement of G
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belongs to ^¿(Sg, rG), we see that d(r') > sG + rG = d(Y). Since (Yd)d = Y,

the reverse inequality also holds, and hence d(Y) = d(Ij.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 9.1 also implies a relationship between Pr(x,y,z) and

PTä(x,y,z).

Theorem 9.3.  xp(T)~n(T)Pv(x~ ', y, z) = Pr<1(x ,z ,y).

Proof. By Proposition 9.1, S^r(r,s) and 77"rd(s,r) are in 1-to-l correspondence

by G <-* G*. The term associated with G in Pr(x,y,z) is .* )_"( yrzs

while the term associated with G* in Prd(x,y,z) is xf( '~ yszr. Since

p(G*) +p(G)=p(Y) and n(G*) + n(G) = n(Y), we have

^>A)-n(r)x-(p{G)-n(G)) _ ^(ô*)-«(Ô*)

This proves Theorem 9.3.

Example 9.2. Let Y and Yd be the graphs in Figure 9.1. Then Pr(x,y,z) =

3x2 + 3xy+xiz+y2, PTd(x ,y ,z) = 3x+}>-r-3.x2z-l-;c3z2, and x PT(x~x ,y,z)

= Prd(x,z,y).

There is no easy way to obtain the matrix of the dual Yd from the matrix

of T. Nevertheless, many invariants of Y and i are related in very simple

manners. In fact, we can prove the following three theorems.

Theorem 9.4. det(T) = (- l)"(n det(f').

Proof. As we have seen in Proposition 9.1, ^.(0,0)  and ¿^¿(0,0)  are in

one-to-one correspondence by G <-> G*. Since, by (7.2),

det(r)=     £    (-1)"(G)   and    det(f) =      £     (-l)"^,

G€^r(0,0) G'€^(0,0)

and since n(G*) = n(Y) — n(G), it follows that

(-l)"(r)det(r')=     £     (_1y<*>+-<n
(»•6^(0,01

=     E    (-l)"(G)=det(r).   Q.E.D.
G€^r(0,0)

The nullity of an m x m matrix B, denoted null (B), is defined as m-

rank(5).

Theorem 9.5. Let Br and Brd be the matrices of Y and f^, respectively. Then

mill(fir) = null(5rrf).

Theorem 9.6.  o(Y)+ o(Yd) = p(Y) - n(Y).

Proofs of Theorems 9.5 and 9.6 will be given in Appendix (I), because our

proofs depend on a topological interpretation of Br discussed in §§12-15. It
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would, however, be nice to find direct proofs of these theorems without referring

to topological results. At present, we are able to prove Theorem 9.6 directly only

when det(r) ^ 0.

10. Periodic graphs

If a graph has a certain special property, the polynomial may be of a special

form. In this section, we will discuss the polynomial of a graph on which a

cyclic group acts in a certain way.

Let (r,/r) be a weighted graph. An automorphism <j> of Y consists of two

permutations

cf>x:V(Y)^V(Y)   and   t/>2: E(T) ^ E(T)

such that

( 10.1)( 1) if a and b are ends of an edge e, <f>x(a) and <j>x(b) are ends of

<P2(e) ;

(2) for any edge e, fr(e) = fr(<p2(e)).

An automorphism ^ of T induces and is induced by a simplicial automor-

phism tfr* of a geometric realization of Y as a 1-dimensional Clf-complex.

Therefore, we can define two different types of fixed-point sets.

F(</>*) denotes the set of fixed points under tp*, while F(<f>) denotes the set

of those vertices and edges of Y which are kept fixed under 4>, setwise.

An automorphism tp of Y is called periodic (of period k ) if <f> = id and

F((¡7) = F((f)) and, moreover, F(<f>) is either empty or a subset of V(Y). If Y

admits a periodic automorphism, we say that Y has period k .

Suppose that Y has period k and let <p be a periodic automorphism. Then

by identifying the vertices v, 4>x(v), ... ,4>x~ (v) to a single vertex v, and

edges e, <f>2(e), ... ,<j>2~x(e) to a single edge ë, we obtain a new (weighted)

graph È called the quotient graph, denoted by Y/tp.

From this construction, we see immediately

(10.2) (1)    k{\V(Y/<f>)\-\F(cf>)\} = \V(Y)\-\F(tp)\;

(2)   k\E(Y/cp)\ = \E(Y)\.

In this section, we will prove

Theorem 10.1. Suppose that Y is a connected graph having a prime period q,

q > 2. Let <f> be a periodic automorphism of Y with period q. Then

(10.3) PT(x,y,z) = [PTI<li(x,y,z)]9    mod(q,yq~X - 1 ,zq~x - 1)

and hence

(10.4) Pr(x,y,z) = Pr/4>(xq,y,z)    mod(q,/"' - 1 ,zq~x - 1).

Remark 10.1. (1) Theorem 10.1 need not be true if period q is not a prime.

(2) If F(<t>) contains edges of Y, then Theorem 10.1 is not true, as is shown

in the example below.
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% *       ei

Figure 10.1

Example 10.1. Let Y be a graph in Figure 10.1. Let <px = id and <p2: ex -y e3,

e2 -y e2, e% —y ex. Then <p = (tpx,tp2) is an automorphism of

period 2, and F(<p) = {a,b,e2} . Now Pr(x,y, z) = 3x + 3x2z + y + x3z2 ,

while PTj4>(x,y,z) = 2x + y + x2z, and hence PT(x,y,z) £ Pr/4,(x2,y,z)

mod(2,>;- l,z- 1).

Proof of Theorem 10.1. Write

pr(x,y,z)= E   E **G)-"(Gy/
0<r,s«x>5f(r,s)BG

and for f = Y/tp

PT(x,y,z)=   E     E   x^-^yV.

Take Ceyr(rff,îc).

Case (I).  </>(G) / G, setwise. Since G is isomorphic to <p(G),

<p\G) G S?r(rG,sG)   for 0 < i < q - 1.

Therefore ^(rG,JG) contains ^ isomorphic (but distinct) spanning subgraphs,

G, (p(G), ... ,<pq~ (G). Since the terms in PT(x,y,z) associated with <p'(G)

are identical for all i, the sum of these q terms vanishes modulo q. Therefore

we need only consider the following case.

Case (II). tp(G) = G, setwise. Let GX,G2, ... ,G¡ be connected components

of G. The collection {GX,G2,... ,G¡} is grouped into disjoint sets Ax =

{GX,G2, ...,Gq}, A2 = {Gq+X, ... ,G2g}, ... ,Am = {G(m_X)g+x, ... ,Gmq),
and B = {Gmq+X, ... ,G¡} in such a way that

(10.5)      (1)   <P(Gtq+i) = Gtq+i+x, for 0 < t < m and 1 < i < q - 1 ;

(2)   ^(<?Mi+/) = (rm4+/,setwi8e.

Note that G     ¡ may be a subset of F(<p).

Now the term in PT(x,y, z) associated with G is

XE,{P(G,)-n(G,)}yl-1 zJ2, Hfii) _
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Since

p(Gtg+i)=p(Gtq+i+x),       n(GlqJ = n(Gtq+i+x),    0<t<m, and

P(Gmq+i) = n(Gmq+i) = 0   (modq),

we see that

/

(10.6) E^Gi)-"(Gi)]
1=1

m-l

= «Ew,+.) - ««Wz + * 5>(ô*,+/) - ««w»
1 = 0 !>0

= ^{/z(G)-«(G)},

where G = G/tp and G( = GJ<p. Furthermore, G has exactly m + (I - mq)

components and hence rG = l + m- mq - 1 and rG = / — 1. Therefore, rG = rG

(mod<? - 1).

Now it remains to show that

(10.7) sc = St   (modfl-1).

sr    = sr       and hence^tq + t ijtq + i +

Since sp(Gtq+i) = Gtq+i+x  for 0 < t < m and 1 < / < q - 1, it follows that

I hence

¿           ir'       ^
= >   sr = q    >   sr     ] +sr      H-v sr ,

¿—á     O, ^     I    ¿__,      U/,+ 1    / Cj,„q^\ (J/

(m-\

SG

i= 1 \ 1=0

while

Therefore, it suffices to prove that for i = mq + I, ... ,1

(10.8) sg,-sg,    mod(tf-l).

Suppose that G( contains /z vertices fixed under <p. Then (10.2) shows that

|F(G,)| - h = q{\V(Gt)\ - h} and |is(G,.)| = q\E(Gt)\, and hence \V(G7)\ =
\V(G7)\ mod (<? - 1) and |^(C?f.)| = |£(67.)|mod(? - 1). Since G, and Gi are

connected, ß0(Gi) = fi0(G¡) = 1 , and hence

*c, = zff,(G,) = yS0(G,)-|F(G,.)| + |£(G,.)|

EEl-|F(G,)| + |is(G,)|    mod(î-l)

= %,•

This proves (10.8) and hence Theorem 10.1.

The following corollaries are immediate consequences of Theorem 10.1.

Corollary 10.2. Under the assumption of Theorem 10.1,

(10.9) Pr(x,y,z) = g(xq,y,z)   (modq),

where g(x,y,z) is an integer polynomial in x    , y, and z.
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Corollary 10.3. Let Y be a connected simple graph and let Aut(T) denote the

group of automorphisms of Y. Suppose that Aut(T) has an element of order q,

a prime, which does not keep any edge fixed. Then

Pr{x,y,z) = g(xq ,y,z)   (modq)

for some integer polynomial g(x ,y, z).

Although a relationship between o(Y) and o(Y/<p) is expected, it would be

generally very complicated. We only state such a relationship for connected

positive or negative graphs.

Proposition 10.4. Let Y be a connected positive graph. Suppose that Y is peri-

odic with an arbitrary period m(> 2). Then

(10.10) (1)   o(Y)-mo(Y/tP) = (m-l)[l-\F(cP)\],

and hence

(2)   o(Y) = o(YI4>)    mod(m-l).

A proof follows immediately from Proposition 7.3 and (10.2).

Remark 10.2. (1) An application of Theorem 10.1 and Corollary 10.2 to link

theory can be found in [M5, Trl]. (2) Some results in link theory related to

Proposition 10.4 can be found in [M2] or [GLM].

11. Congruent graphs

Let n be a nonnegative integer. Two weighted graphs T, and T2 are said

to be congruent (modzi), denoted T, = Y2 (mod«), if |K(r,)| = |K(r2)| and

the matrix Br¡ is congruent (mod«) to Br , after changing rows and columns

simultaneously, if necessary.

Example 11.1.

Figure 11.)
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Proposition 11.1. For any weighted graph Y,

(1) Y=Vr  (modi).
(2) For any n > 1, r is congruent (mod«) to a positive (or negative)

graph.

(3) Y is congruent (mod 3) to a simple graph.

(4) T, = T2   (modO), if T, and Y2 are isomorphic. The converse need

not be true.

A proof is obvious.

Let g(x,y,z) and h(x,y,z) be two polynomials in Z[x±x ,y ,z] and I an

ideal in Z[x±x ,y,z]. Wedenote g(x ,y ,z)=h(x ,y ,z) (modi) if g(x,y,z) =

±x h(x ,y ,z)  (modi) for some integer k .

Now the main theorem of this section is the following theorem.

Theorem 11.2. Suppose Yx = Y2  (mod«). Then

(11.1) Pri(x,y,z)=Pr2(x,y,z)   (modi),

where I is the ideal in Z[x±x ,y,z] generated by (x2n - (-l)n)/(x2 + 1) and

x + x~x + z.

Proof. We know (Remark 7.1 ) that the addition and removal of a loop does not

change the matrix but does change the polynomial. Let r' be the graph obtained

from T by deleting a loop e. Let e = fr(e). Then we have from (2.2)(II)(ii)

that Pr(x,y,z) = (l+xez)Pr(x,y ,z). Since l+xsz= l-xe(x+x~x) = -x2e

(mod I), it follows that PT(x, y, z)=Pr (x, y, z) (mod I). Therefore we can

eliminate all loops from Y within the congruence class of the polynomial.

Next, suppose that Y contains multiple edges ex and e2 with the different

weights. Let Y1 = Y — {ex,e2} . Then

(11.2) PT(x,y,z) = Pv(x,y,z)   (modi).

To prove (11.2), let fr(ex) = +1 and fr(e2) = -1. Then (2.2)(II)(i) shows
that

Pr(x,y,z) = Pr_,  ,(x,y,z) + xPr/( Ax,y,z)

(11.3) _,
= Pr-{„ ,e2}(* -y -z) + x    P(r-(„))/te) + xPrne¿x>y>z) •

Note that Y1 = Y - {ex ,e2} and Y/(ex) is exactly the graph (Y - (ex))/(e2) to

which one negative loop is attached. Therefore,

Pr/{el)(X>y'Z) = (X-+X~iz)P(r-(e>Me2)-

Since x(l + x~xz) = x + z = -x~x (modi), the last two terms in (11.3) are

canceled (modi), which proves (11.2).

Finally, let Y" be the graph obtained from Y by deleting n multiple edges

ex,e2, ... ,en, each of which has the same weight e. Then, to complete the

proof of Theorem 11.2, it suffices to show that

(11.4) Pv(x,y,z) = Pv(x,y,z)   (modi).
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Let Yk = Y - {ek+x, ... ,en},  k = 0,1, ... ,n, and hence YQ = Y1 and

rn = r. Furthermore, let Y_x = (Y- {ex, ... ,en_x})/(en).

Now by an easy inductive argument, we can show that

Pr   (x,y,z) = Pr(x,y,z) + xe(l+xez)Pr_i(x,y,z)   for 0 < k < « - 1,

and hence

PT(x,y,z) = Pr(x,y,z) + PrJx,y,z){l + (l+xz) + --- + (l+xez)n-x}x.

However, we see that

l + (l+xcz) + -.. + (l+x£zr' = (1+^£)"~1=(~x227~1=0   (modi),
'    TA      Z| -X -    1

and hence PT(x,y,z) = Pr,(x,y,z)   (modi). This proves (11.4) and hence

Theorem 11.2.

The following corollaries are immediate consequences of Theorem 11.2.

Corollary 11.3. If T, = Y2   (modO), then

Pr (x,y ,z)=PT7x,y ,z)    mod(x + x_  + z).

Corollary 11.4. Suppose T, = T2 (mod«). Let 7, be a primitive kth root of

unity, where k = n or 2« according as n is even or odd. Then for any complex

number 7,

\pri(t,ç,-(Ç + Ci))\ = \Pr2(i,Ç,-(i+.C[))\.

Some results in link theory relevant to Corollary 11.4 can be found in [PI].

12. Application to link theory (I)—Jones polynomial

The last four sections of this paper will be devoted to the application of

results in §§2-9 to knots or links in S .

Given a knot or link L c S , we project it into »S . The image of L is

called a /z'«zc diagram of L. To be more precise, a link diagram L of L is an

image of L in which we specify which arc is running over the other. We do not

distinguish between a diagram and the image of L, but we hope that it does

not cause any confusion to the readers.

We may assume without loss of generality that L intersects itself transversely

and has only finitely many crossings.
9 2
L divides 5 into finitely many domains, which will be classified as shaded

or unshaded. No two shaded or unshaded domains have an edge in common.

There are exactly two such classifications (or shadings) of S - L. For con-

venience, one is called the opposite of the other.

We now construct a planar graph Y from L and shading p .

Take a point v¡ from each unshaded domain Di. These points form the set

of vertices V(Y) of Y. If the boundaries of D( and D   intersect at k, say,

crossings c¡ ,cl , ... ,c¡ , then we form multiple edges e, ,e¡ , ... ,e¡   on S
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Figure 12.1

with common ends v. and v., where each edge e,   passes through a crossing
• J 'm

m 1,2, ...,k.

To define a weight of an edge, first we define the index £ Ac) to each crossing

c of a link diagram as shown in Figure 12.1. We should note that 7, (c) depends

on the shading of the domains. In fact, if p is opposite in shading to p, then

i,(c) = -f,(c).

Since each edge e of Y passes through exactly one crossing, c say, of L,

the weight fr(e) will be well defined as fr(e) = 7\ (c). The resulting weighted

planar graph is called the graph of a link with respect to L and shading p and

is denoted by Y(L,p) (or Y(L), r¿, or simply Y). Y(L,p) depends not only

on L but also on shading.

If we use the opposite shading p , the resulting graph Y(L,p) is the opposite

graph of the dual of Y(L, p).

Conversely, given a weighted planar graph Y, one can construct uniquely the

link diagram L of a link and can choose shading p so that Y(L, p) is exactly

r.
Now each vertex and each edge of Y(L, p) correspond, respectively, to an

unshaded domain and a crossing of L. If Y(L ,p) is a reduced graph, a diagram

L is said to be reduced.

Example 12.1. If Y(L ,p) is a positive or negative graph, L is called an alternat-

ing diagram, and a link that has an alternating diagram is called an alternating

link. A change of shading results in the opposite graph of the dual of Y. There-

fore, if T(L, p) is a negative graph, then Y(L, p) is a positive graph, where p

is the opposite of p, and thus if L is an alternating diagram, we may assume

without loss of generality that Y(L ,p) is a positive graph.

Now, given a link L, we can define the polynomial PT(L p)(x ,y, z), or sim-

ply PL(x ,y ,z),of the graph Y(L, p). Since a link L can have many different

link diagrams, we may have many different polynomials. In other words, the
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Figure 12.3

polynomial obtained from Y(L,p) is not necessarily unique to each L. How-

ever, we can define a unique polynomial to each L no matter which diagram

we use. This polynomial depends on the orientation of a link L.

Suppose that we are given an oriented link L. The orientation of L induces

the orientation of a diagram L. We then define the second index w(c), called

the twist or writhe, at each crossing c as is shown in Figure 12.3. The sum of

all writhes on L, w(c) = Ylc€Lw(cY *s caned tne writhe of L. We should

note that the writhe is independent of shading.

Let Pr(L Ax ,y,z) be the polynomial of the graph Y(L, p) associated with

an (oriented) diagram L.

Theorem 12.1 (Kauffman [Kl]). Let p=p(Y(L,p)) and « = n(Y(L,p)). Then

,,   ,   ,        ,     ,\P—n    — (p-n-3w(L))/2 n   , , —K       , — 1,,
\L(x) = (-1)     x v PL(x,-(x + x    )-(x + x    ))

is independent of a diagram L and p and depends only on the ambient isotopy

type of L. In other words, VL(x) is an invariant of L.

For a proof, we refer to [Kl]. However, we should note that VL(x) does

not depend on shading. In fact, if we change a shading, the resulting graph

is the opposite graph F of the dual r of T. Therefore, /?(f ) = n(Y)

and n(i) = p(Y).  Furthermore, Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 9.3 imply that
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Pf-d(x,y,z) = Prd(x~ ,y ,z) = x Pr(x,y,z), and hence

(-if^-^x-^'-^-^^P^x^^)
= ,_^P{F)-n{r)x-(n(r)-p(T)--iw(L))l2-\P(r)-n(T))p . .

= (- 1 f^-^x-^-"^-^))l2pAx   yzh

which shows that VL(x) does not depend on shading.

Now since p-n-3w(L) = p+n-w(L) = 0 (mod 2), VL(x) is a polynomial

on x  ', and the polynomial VL(x) :

(12.1)
VL(x)=\L(xX/2)

= (-irnx-{p-n-'w{LmPL(xXI2, -(xX/2 + x-X/2), -{xX,2 + x-x/2))

is called the Jones polynomial of a link L. This (due to Kauffman) is an

important alternate definition of the Jones polynomial [Jl].

For example, the following theorem due to M. B. Thistlethwaite is an imme-

diate consequence of this alternate definition of VL(x).

Theorem 12.2 [Thl]. The Jones polynomial of a nonsplit alternating link L is

alternating. In other words, if VL(x) = J2_00<k<00ckxk, then ckck+x < 0 for

any k, -oo < k < oo.

Proof. Let Y be the positive graph associated with a reduced alternating dia-

gram L of L. Since Y is positive, Proposition 2.6 shows that

(12.2) PT(x,y,z) = xv-X    J2    ar,s{^)r(xzY>

0<r ,5<oo

where v = \V(Y)\ and ar s = \S"r(r,s)\. Therefore, we have from (12.1)

VL(x) = (-l)px-(p-3w{L))/APL(xx/2, -(xx/2 + x-X/2), -(xx/2 + x-x/2))

= {_xfx-^7L))HHv-m    j2    ar/-(l+x-x))r(-(l+x))s.

0<r ,s«x>

Therefore, it suffices to show that

(12.3) Q(x)=    J2    ars(-(l+x-x))r(-(l+x))s

0<r ,s«x>

is alternating.

Now, by comparing (12.2) and (12.3), we have Pr(l, -(l+.x~ ), -(1+x)) =

Q(x), but since Pr(l ,y - I ,z - I) = x(T;y,z) by Proposition 2.5, it follows

that
X(Y; - x~x, - x) = Pr(l, - (I + x~x), - (I + x)) = Q(x),

and hence
Q(-x)=x(T;x-x,x).

Since Tutte's dichromate x(V\y,z) is a positive polynomial, all nonzero coeffi-

cients of Q(-x) are positive, and hence Q(x) is alternating. It proves Theorem

12.2.
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Theorem 12.3. Let L be a p-component link.  Then VL(x) can be written as

VL(x) = x^~x^2F(x), where F(x) is an integer (Laurent) polynomial in x

This theorem has been proved implicitly in [Jl]. Since our proof needs lem-

mas in §13, the proof will be postponed to Appendix (II).

13. Application to link theory (II)—Tait's conjectures

We have already had two indices 7(c) and w(c) at each crossing c. We

now need the third index n Ac) at c.
s 2

Let L be an oriented diagram of a link L and p shading the of S - L.

Let n Ac) = w(c)ô, ,c) w,c), where ô denotes Kronecker's delta. We define

where the summation runs over all crossings in L. n (L) depends not only

on the shading p but also on the orientation of L. Therefore, n (L) is not

determined by the graph Y(L,p) alone. To be more precise, let c+(L) and

c_(L) be, respectively, the numbers of crossings in L with positive and negative

twists. Note that w(L) = c (L)-c_(L), and c+(L) + c_(L) is the total number

of crossings in L, which will be denoted by c(L).

Lemma 13.1. p(Y(L,p)) = c_(L) + np(L) and n(Y(L,p)) = c+(L) - np(L).

Proof. There are four cases to be considered.   A broken line in Figure 13.1

indicates an edge in the graph of L.

From Figure 13.1, we see easily that p(Y) = \{c G L\w(c) = -1, n (c) =

0}\+\{c G L\w(c) = 1, np(c)= l}|,andhencep(r) = c_(L)+z//)(L). Similarly,

n(Y) = \{c G L\w(c) = 1, np(c) = 0}\ + \{x G L\w(c) = -1, np(c) = -l}\, and

hence n(Y) = c+(L) - np(L).   Q.E.D.

Figure 13.1
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Lemma 13.2.  o(L) = o(Y(L,p)) - n (L).

Remark 13.1. For an alternating link, Lemma 13.2 is an easy consequence of

the theorems in [Ml]. For a proof of Lemma 13.2, see [GL].

Using these lemmas and Theorem 8.1, we can now prove the following.

Theorem 13.3 (Third Main Theorem). For any link diagram L of a link L,

(131) [dm„YL(x)<c+(L)-\a(L),

\dmxnVL(x)>-c_(L)-\o(L).

Both equalities hold in  (13.1)  simultaneously iff L is a reduced alternating

diagram or the connected sum of these.

Proof. Let P and N be, as usual, the maximal positive and negative subgraphs

of T. Then by Theorems 3.1 and 12.1 we have

p(Y) - n(Y) - 3w(L)

;i3.2)
¿maxVL(*)</>(r)+ '> + *,,- 2

p(Y) - n(Y) - 3w(L)
ú?minVZ.W>-("(r) + '-iv + ^)-

Therefore, to prove (13.1), it suffices to show

(13-3X1)   P(T) + rp + sp- *(r) - n{T¡ - 3W{L) < 2c+(L) - a(L),

(2)    - (n(Y) + rN + sN) - ^H - »(H - 3ii,(¿) > _2c_{L) _ ff(L)

Since w(L) = c+(L) - c_(L) and p(Y) + n(Y) = c+(L) + c_(L), a straight-

forward computation shows that (13.3) is equivalent to (13.4):

(13.4) (1)   a(L)<c_(L)-(rp + sp)

(2)   rN + sN-c+(L)<tj(L).

However, since o(L) = o(Y) - n (L) by Lemma 13.2, (13.4) becomes

(13.5) rN + sN - c+(L) + np(L) < o(Y) < c_(L) + np(L) - (rp + sp)

or, by Lemma 13.1,

( 13.6) rN + sN - n(Y) < o(Y) < p(Y) -(rp + sp).

(13.6) is exactly what we have proved in Theorem 8.1, and equalities hold in

(13.6) simultaneously iff L is a reduced alternating diagram or the connected

sum of these.

Theorem 13.3 is now proved.

Remark 13.2. V. F. R. Jones also gives a different estimate for dmaxVL(x) for a

closed «-braid [J2, Proposition 14.2]. An alternative proof of this proposition

can be found in [M8], where a comparison of these two estimates is briefly

discussed.
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Theorem 13.3 yields many important consequences for link diagrams [M3,

M4].

Let L be a link. For simplicity, we always assume that L is not split, and

hence a diagram L and the graph Y(L) are connected.

Let c(L) denote the total number of crossings in L, i.e., c(L) = c+(L) +

c_(L). Moreover, we denote by c(L) the minumum number of crossings any

diagram of L can have. Obviously c(L) is a link invariant. A link diagram

that has exactly c(L) crossings will be called a minimal diagram.

Now for any diagram L of L, we have from (13.1) that

(13.7) dmaxVL(x) - dminVL(x) < c+(L) + c_(L) = c(L).

We call dmaxVL(x) - dminVL(x) the span of VL(x) and denote it by

span VL(x). span VL(x) is a link invariant and (13.7) shows that span VL(x)

gives us a lower bound for the number of crossings any diagram of L can have.

This proves the following.

Theorem 13.4. If L is not a split link, then

span VL(x) < c(L).

In particular, if L is alternating and L is a reduced alternating diagram,

then equalities in (13.1) give us the following.

Theorem 13.5. If L is a (nonsplit) alternating link, then

span VL(x) = c(L).

Furthermore, for any reduced alternating diagram L, span VL(x) = c(L).

Therefore, any reduced alternating diagram is a minimal diagram.

The second statement of Theorem 13.5 implies

Theorem 13.6.  span VL(x) = c(L) iff L is a connected sum of alternating links.

Theorems 13.4-13.6 solve some of the long-standing conjectures in knot the-

ory due to P. G. Tait [HKW].

Next, if L is alternating and L is a reduced alternating diagram, then (13.1)

yields

(13-8) dmaxVL(x) + dmmVL(x) = c+(L) - c_(L) - o(L)

and hence

(13.9) dmaxVL(x) + dminVL(x) = w(L)-o(L).

Since dmaxVL(x), dm¡nVL(x), and o(L) are all link invariants, so is w(L).
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Figure 14.1

It also proves another conjecture due to Tait. Namely, we have

Theorem 13.7. If L, and L2 are reduced alternating diagrams of the same

alternating link, then

w(Lx) = w(L2).

In other words, the writhe is independent of the diagram insofar as we consider

reduced alternating diagrams.

Remark 13.3. Theorems 13.4-13.7 are also proved by Thistlethwaite with a

slightly different method [Thl]. Kauffman also proved Theorems 13.4-13.6

[Kl]. Furthermore, alternative proofs of these theorems may be found in [Tur].

Suppose that an alternating link is amphicheiral; i.e., L and its mirror image

L* are of the same type. If L is a reduced alternating diagram of L, then the

mirror image L* of L is also a reduced alternating diagram of L*, and hence,

by definition, w(L7) = -w(L). Since w(L) is an invariant (Theorem 13.7)

and L and L* are of the same type, we should have w(L*) = w(L), which

implies that w(L) = 0. In particular, since c(L) = w(L) (mod2), we see that

c(L) is even. This proves the following.

Theorem 13.8. If an alternating link is amphicherial, then for any reduced alter-

nating diagram L, w(L) = 0 and c(L) is even.

Corollary 13.9. Let L be an alternating link. Then two of the following three

conditions imply the other.

(1) dmaVL(x) = -dminVL(x),
(2) <x(L) = 0,

(3) w(L) = 0 for any reduced alternating diagram L of L.

Proof. A proof follows from (13.9).

14. Application to link theory (III)—Alternating link invariants

The last, but unsolved, conjecture of P. G. Tait is stated as follows [HKW].

Conjecture A (P. G. Tait). Reduced alternating diagrams of the same link are

"essentially" unique. More precisely, one can pass from one to another by a

sequence of'flyping" operations.

A typical flyping operation is shown in Figure 14.1.
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A ^--i Gr J< B     -»      A ̂  a f-< B
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\      '

Figure 14.2

A flyping on a diagram L translates to an operation fl depicted in Figure

14.2 on the graph Y(L).

Conjecture A claims roughly that an alternating link type is "essentially"

determined by its graph. More precisely, it states that two graphs associated

with two reduced alternating diagrams are related by a very restricted type of

2-isomorphism. Therefore, as the first step toward Conjecture A, we propose a

much weaker conjecture:

Conjecture A '. If Lx and L2 are reduced alternating diagrams of an alternating

link, then Y(LX) is 2-isomorphic to Y(L2).

Since two graphs Y and Q(T) have the same polynomial, Pr(x,y,z) would

be an invariant of an alternating link if Conjecture A ' is true. (Pr(x, y, z) is

not an invariant for an arbitrary link, however.) Therefore, to disprove Con-

jecture A', it is enough to show that some invariants derived from Pr(x ,y,z)

are not invariants for an alternating link. So far, many invariants of the graph

associated with a reduced alternating link are, in fact, link invariants.

In this section, we will study and use these invariants of the graph to ob-

tain more information about an alternating link. We assume that the graph

associated with an alternating diagram is always positive.

A quantity k(L) associated with a link diagram L is called an alternating-

link invariant if \(LX) = k(L2) for reduced alternating diagrams L, and L2

of the same alternating link.

The following conjecture is weaker then Conjecture A ', but is still ambitious.

Conjecture B. The polynomial Pr(x ,y, z) is an alternating-link invariant.

Whatever Conjecture B may be, some invariants derived from PT(x,y,z)

could be alternating-link invariants. In particular, we propose

Conjecture C.  ^maxPr(¿)(l ,y, z) is an alternating-link invariant.

To be more precise, let L be an arbitrary (not necessarily alternating) link

and L a diagram of L. Let Y(L) be the graph of L.

Definition 14.1. The chromatic degree d*(L) of L is defined as

(14.1) d*(L) = mind(r(L)),
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where the minimum is taken over all diagrams L of L. d*(L) is a link type

invariant. If L is an alternating link, then by taking the minimum in (14.1)

over all alternating diagrams L, we will have the (weak) chromatic degree d(L)

of L. Conjecture C implies that d(L) = d(Y(L)) for any reduced alternating

diagram L of L. d(L) is an alternating-link invariant. Obviously, d(L) >

d*(L), but the reverse inequality seems plausible, and we conjecture that d(L) =

d*(L) for any alternating link.

Now from Theorems 4.6 and 13.5, we have immediately

Theorem 14.1. For any (nonsplit) alternating link L,

^[span VL(x) + 1] < d(L) < span VL(x)

or equivalently

span VL(x) < 2d(L) < 2 span VL(x).

d(L) is also related to another link invariant, the Alexander polynomial.

A link L can be expressed (not uniquely) as the *-product of special links,

LX,L2, ... ,L [Ml], and we write L = Lx* L2* ■ ■ ■ * L . If L is alternating,

then all L( are special alternating. Furthermore, if L is fibre, then each L¡ is

fibre and hence L( is an elementary torus link.

Theorem 14.2. Suppose L = L, * L2 * • • • * L . Then

(14.2) d*(L)<d*(L,) + d*(L2) + --- + d*(L9).

If L is an alternating link, then d*(L() can be replaced by d(L() in (14.2).

In particular, if L is alternating and fibred then

(14.3) d(L)<degA¿(í),

where AL(t) denotes the reduced Alexander polynomial of L [BZ, p. 131].

Equality holds in (14.3) z/degAL(i) = 1 for all i.

Proof. A proof will follow from Theorem 4.5. Suppose that L = LX*L2. From

the definition of *-product, we see [Ml] that L, and L2 have link diagrams

L, and L2 such that a link diagram L is constructed from L( and the graph

T(L) has the following properties.

(14.4)(1) T(L) is a union of the graph T(L,) associated with L,  and some

graph T2,

(2) T(L,)   and  T2   meet in a finite number of common vertices, say

vx,v2,...,vrs,
(3) the graph Y(L2) associated with L2 is Y2/{vx,v2, ... ,vm} .

Now (4.6) yields

d*(r(L))<d*(r(L,)) + d*(r(L2))

and hence we have, by definition, d*(L) < d*(L,)-t-d*(L2), which proves (14.2).

A similar argument is valid for alternating links.
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Suppose, furthermore, that L is fibred. Then L( is an elementary torus

link, and hence the graph r(L(.) is a zc(-circuit for some integer k¡. Since

d(L.) = kt- 1 = degAi(.(0 and £ti(fc/ - 0 - El,degAL(í) = degA¿(í)
[Ml], (14.2) follows immediately.

If degAt.(0 = 1, then

\E(Y(Li))\ = kl = 2   and   \E(Y(L))\ = ¿|J?(riI,))| = 2q.
i=i

Then Theorem 4.6 implies that d(Y(L)) < J29=\ a(L¡) = q and hence equality

holds in (14.2).

Remark 14.1. (14.3) is not necessarily true when L is not a fibre knot.

Generally, the determination of d(L) or d*(L) is not easy. However, for

many knots or links with a small number of crossings, d(L) can be calculated

using Theorem 14.1 and a proposition proved in Appendix (III). For the details,

see Appendix (III).

Most of the other simple invariants of Y(L) are alternating-link invariants.

In fact, we can prove the following proposition.

Proposition 14.3.

(1) c+(L) and c_(L) are alternating-link invariants.

(2) n (L) is an alternating-link invariant.

(3) |K(r(L))|, \E(Y(L))\, and ßx(Y(L)) are alternating-link invariants.

Proof. (1) Since L is an alternating link, it follows from (13.1) that dmaxVL(x)

= c (L) - jfj(L), and hence c (L) is an alternating-link invariant. Therefore

c_(L) is also an alternating-link invariant by Theorem 13.7.

(2) Since Y(L) is positive, Lemma 13.1 shows that c+ = n (L), and hence

n (L) is an alternating-link invariant.

(3) Since o(L) is an invariant, it follows from Proposition 7.3 and Lemma

13.2 that  |K(F)| - 1 = er(r) = o(L) + n (L) is an alternating-link invariant,

and hence |K(r)| is an alternating-link invariant. Furthermore, \E(Y)\ = c(L)

is an alternating-link invariant by Theorem 13.5. Finally, since Y(L) is planar,

\V(Y(L))\-\E(Y(L))\ + ßx(Y(L))+l = 2, and hence ßx(Y(L)) is an alternating-
link invariant.   Q.E.D.

Now since p = \E(Y(L))\, w(L), and |K(r(L))| are alternating-link invari-

ants, it follows from (12.1) and (12.2) that

Q(x) = ^T\^r(r,s)\(-(l+x-x))r(-(l+x))s

r ,s

is an alternating-link invariant. Since P(l ,y ,z) = J2r s \^r(r>s^\y'z¡ > at least

we can show that P(l, - (1 +x~ ), - (1 +x)) is an alternating-link invariant.

We can prove, moreover, the following.
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Proposition 14.4. P(l,t ' ,t) = J2r s \-5*r(r>sW "+S is an alternating-link in-

variant.

Proof. Let G G <9¡-(r,s). Denote v = \V(Y)\ = \V(G)\ and m = \E(Y)\. Then

r - s = v - 1 - |is(G)|, and hence \E(G)\ = s - r + v - 1. Therefore, we have

£1^)1 =(,+:_,)    and
s—r=k

m-v+1      / x

p(i,r',r) = EEl^.^=   E   (k+mv-i)tk-
k   s-r=k k=-(v-\) V '

Since m is an alternating-link invariant, so is P(l ,t~x ,t).   Q.E.D.

It is quite likely that P(l ,t,t) is also an alternating-link invariant, and Con-

jecture C claims that at least degP(l, t, t) is an alternating-link invariant. Re-

cently, however, Thistlethwaite proved that Pr(l ,t, - 1) and Pr(l, - 1,t) are

both alternating-link invariants [Th3].

Remark 14.2. A property that Y is simple or is of even valency is an alternating-

link invariant. For a proof, see [M9].

If the graph T of a reduced alternating link diagram L is self-dual, i.e.,

T(L) « T(L) , then L is amphicheiral. It has been conjectured by Kauffman

[K2] that the converse will be true. Although there are many necessary (alge-

braic) conditions for L to be amphicheiral, none of them is sufficient. For

example, it is known [Jl] that if a link is amphicheiral, then VL(x) is symmet-

ric, i.e., VL(x) = VL(x~ ) > hut the converse need not be true even for alternating

links. However, for an alternating link the symmetric property of VL(x) seems

close to the amphicheirality of L from an algebraic viewpoint. We have strong

evidence to support the following conjecture.

Conjecture D. Let L be an alternating link. If VL(x) is symmetric, then o(L) =

0, and hence w(L) = 0 for any reduced alternating diagram L.

Remark 14.3. Conjecture D is true for an alternating closed 3-braid, but it need

not be true if symmetry is replaced by the condition dm¡¡xVL(x) = -dminVL(x),

or if L is not alternating. In fact, for an alternating knot K = 104 in the table

in [R], VK(x) is not symmetric, but dmaxVK(x) = -dminVK(x) and o(K) = 2.

Moreover, a nonalternating knot 942 has the symmetric Jones polynomial, but

o(K) = 2.
In the theorem below, we prove Conjecture D for some special type of alter-

nating links.

Theorem 14.5. Let L be an alternating link. Let L be a reduced alternating

diagram and Y be the graph of L. Suppose that VL(x) is symmetric. If both

Y and the F^ are simple, then o(L) = 0.

Proof. Since o(L) = 0 iff w(L) = 0 by Corollary 13.9, we will prove that

w(L) = 0. Denote v = \V(Y)\ and u* = |F(r^)|.
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Now a proof will be given by evaluating the first and last few terms of VL(x).

Since Y(L) is positive, it follows from (2.3), (3.2), and (12.1) that

,     _, , ,     v-l     p(Y) - 3w(L)
dmMx) = ^-~ 4 +sp   and

d    V(x)-V-^- P(T) - 3W{L) - rammy L\x>-       2 4 N'

Since sp = v* - 1 and rN = v - 1, the symmetric property of VL(x) implies

that v* = v - 3w(L). Therefore, it suffices to show that v* = v .

Now consider the polynomial

Q(X) = j2(-iY^(i+x~xr(i+xr,
Gcr

where the summation runs over all spanning subgraphs G in Y. Since Y is

positive, we can write Q(x) as

ßCx) =      E     (-^Y+S\^Y(r,s)\(l+x-x)r(l+x)s.

0<r<v-l
0<s<v'-l

(See (2.3) and (12.3).) It is easy to see that dmaxQ(x) = v* - 1 and dminQ(x) =

-(v - 1). Furthermore, the terms with these extreme degrees have coefficients

(-l)v~x and (-1)" _1. (See Proposition 6.1.) Therefore, v = v* (mod2).

Next, we consider the terms of degrees v* -2 and -(v - 2). They are given

in the following.

Lemma 14.6. Let a and ß be, respectively, the coefficients of the terms in Q(x)

of degrees v* - 2 and -(v - 2). Then

(-lf-Xa = (V* - l ) \5*r(0,v' - 1)| + "¿(-l)''|^r(/,iz* - 2)|
^ ' 1=0

and

(-l)v-Xß = (V - 1 ) \77T(v - 1,0)| + E (-^\^v(v - 2. J)\ ■
^ ' >=0

A proof is straightforward.

We now apply Proposition 6.1 and 6.2. Since Y and F^ are simple, most of

the terms in a and ß vanish except for \<9^.(v - 1,0)| = 1 , \S^r(v - 2,0)| =

\E(Y)\=p(Y), \S*r{0,vm- 1)| = 1, and \<9>r(0,v*-2)\ = \E(Y)\= p(Y). Since

i is simple, T has no twigs and ßx(Y) = v* — I . Therefore, a = ß yields

v = v" as needed. This proves the theorem.

15. Application to link theory (IV)—Nonalternating links

If L is not alternating, most of the theorems in the previous sections are no

longer valid. As pointed out by K. Perko, there are two minimal nonalternating
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diagrams of the same 10-crossing knot (10,6, = 10,62 in [R]) that have distinct

writhes, one of which is 10 and the other is 8. Therefore w(L) is no longer an

invariant of a knot type. Nevertheless, the writhes of two link diagrams with

the same number of crossings cannot be so far off.

Proposition 15.1. Let L, and L2 be two link diagrams of a link L such that

c(Lx) = c(L2). Let k = c(Lx) - span VL(x). Then

\w(Lx) -w(L2)\ < 2k.

Proof. Let aL = dm¡¡xVL(x) + \a(L) and ßL = dminVL(x) + \a{L). Since

aL < c+(Lt) and ßL > -c_(L7), i = 1,2, by Theorem 13.3 we can write

c+(L¡) = aL + ki and c_(L¡) = -ßL + p¡, where k¡, p¡ > 0. Then c(L7) =

c+(L7) + c_(L7) = aL-ßL+Ai + pi = span VL(x)+ki+pi, and hence k¡ + p¡ = k .

Therefore,

ML,) - uz(L2)| = \(c+(Lx) - c_(Lx)) - (c+(L2) - c_(L2))\

= \(aL + kx+ßL-px)-(aL+k2 + ßL- p2)\

= \7X -Px -k2 + p2\

<kx+px+k2 + p2 = 2k.

Corollary 15.2. If L is amphicheiral, then \w(L)\ < k .

Proof. Since L is amphicheiral, VL(x) = VL(x~ ) and hence dm¡¡xVL(x) =

-dminVL(x). Also cj(L) = 0, and therefore aL = d^^^V^x) and ßL =

dminVL(x) = -aL. Then \w(L)\ = \c+(L) - c_(L)\ = \dmaxVL(x) +dmmVL(x) +

k-p\ = \k-p\<k + p = k,   Q.E.D.

Proposition 15.1 can be slightly improved if both aL and ßL are nonnegative

(or both nonpositive).

Suppose that aL and ßL are nonnegative. Since c_(L;) > 0, we see that

P,> ßL>0. Let pi - ßL = yt>0. Then kt + y¡ = k¡ +p¡-ßL = k - ßL<k.

Therefore, \w(Lx)-w(L2)\ = \kx-px-k2+p2\ = \kx-k2-(px-ßL)+(p2-ß^)\ =

\kx - yx - k2 + y2\ < kx + yx+ k2 + y2 = 2(k - ßL). This proves the following.

Proposition 15.3. If both aL and ßL are nonnegative (or nonpositive), then

\w(Lx) - w(L2)\ < 2(k - ßL),    (or \w(Lx) - w(L2)\ < 2(k + aL)).

The knot K = 10,6, has two 10-crossing diagrams Kx and K2 with w(Kx)

= 10 and if (.£,) = 8 . Since Vk(x) = x3 + x6 - x1 + x - x + xx - x

and o(K) = -4, it follows that aK = 9 and ßK = 1 . Furthermore, since

span VK(x) = 8, k = 2 and k-ßK = I . Therefore, for any 10-crossing diagram

K of K, \w(K) -w{Kx)\ < 2. Since Kx has the writhe 10, Proposition 15.3

shows that the writhe of any 10-crossing diagram of K must be either 8 or 10.

In particular, K cannot have a diagram with writhe -10.

A link is called a positive link if L has a link diagram L without negative

crossings, i.e., c_(L) = 0, and hence c (L) = c(L). A negative link is a link
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that has a diagram L with c+(L) = 0. A typical example of a positive (or

negative) link is a closed positive (or negative) braid. The knot 10,6, is a

positive knot. We should note that a positive (or negative) link diagram need

not be a minimal diagram.

Proposition 15.4. Let L be a positive (or negative) link with span VL(x) > 0.

Then L cannot be a negative (or positive) link.

Proof. Suppose that L has a positive diagram L, and a negative diagram L2,

and hence c_(Lx) = 0 and c+(L2) = 0. Then it follows from (13.1) that

¿maxW < C+(~Ll) - 2ff(L) = -H¿)     and

¿minW ^ -C-(~LX) - \o(L) = -\o(L),

and hence dmaxVL(x) = dminVL(x) = -\o(L), which yields span VL(x) = 0, a

contradiction.

Remark 15.1. Recently, P. Traczyk proved that the condition spanKL(x) > 0

in Proposition 15.4 can be replaced by the condition that L be knotted [Tr2].

Proposition 15.4 is already known for closed positive braids. In fact, the main

theorem of L. Rudolph [Ru] implies that a closed positive braid cannot be

represented as a closed negative braid unless it is unknotted.

Appendix (I)—Proofs of Theorems 9.5 and 9.6

Given a planar graph Y, we can construct uniquely a link diagram (L, p)

of a link L with shading p. If we change p to the opposite p , we obtain the

opposite graph of the dual of Y, which we denote by Y. Therefore Bf. = -Brd.

Proof of Theorem 9.5. Let Y be the graph associated with a link diagram L. BT

coincides with the so-called Goeritz matrix of L. (See [BZ].) It is well known

that BT(i) (for any i ) represents the relation matrix of Ü, (M2(L) ; Z), where

M2(L) is the branched double cover of L in 5 . (M2(L) does not depend on

an orientation of L.) Therefore null(ßr(/)) is exactly the first Betti number of

M2(L), i.e., null(5r(z)) = dimQü,(Ai2(L) ;Q). Since By is also the Goeritz

matrix of the same link L, we have again nulli?r(z) = dimQi/,(M2(L);Q).

This proves Theorem 9.5.

Proof of Theorem 9.6. Lemma 13.2 shows that a(L) can be calculated by using

any Goeritz matrix of L. We use two Goeritz matrices Br(i) and B^-(i). Since

Bt(i) = -BTd(i), it follows that o(Y) = o(Bt(i7)) = -o(BTd(i)) = -0(1*).

Now let p and p be opposite shadings of S - L, and assume that Y =

Y(L, p). Then f" = Y(L, p). Lemma 13.2 now gives us

(1) o(L) = o(Y)-np(L),

(2) o(L) = o(Y)-np,(L).

Since o(Y) = -o(Yd), we have from (A.l)

o(Y)-np(L) = -o(Yd)-npl(L)
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and hence

o(Y) + o(Yd) = r}(L)-nßl(L)

We calculate w   and » , . From Figure 13.1, we see immediately that

n (L) = \{c G L\w(c) = land 7(c)=l}\

- \{c G L\w(c) =-I and Çp(c) = -l}\,

while

npl(L) = \{c G L\w(c) = 1 and Çp,(c) = l}\

-\{cGL\w(c) = -landÇpl(c) = -l}\

= \{c GL\w(c) = l and ip(c) = -l}\

- \{c G L\w(c) =-I and Zp(c) = l}\,

because 7\ ,(c) = -7(c). Therefore,

np(L) - np,(L) = \{c G L\Zp(c) = l}\ - \{c G L\Sp(c) = -l}\

= p(Y)-n(Y).

This proves Theorem 9.6.

Appendix (II)—A proof of Theorem 12.3

For a spanning subgraph G of Y, we see from (6.1) that p(G) - «(G) =

-2«(G) + p(G) + n(G) = -2n(G) + (v - 1 ) - rG + sG , and hence

xP(G)-n{G)yrGzs0 = jc-2n(C)+«-l (lye {xz)SG ^

where v = \V(Y)\. Therefore, we can write

Pr(x,y,z) = x      ¿^x        '1-1    (xz)G.

G X

Then

Pr(xV\-(xl'2 + x-x/2),-(xx/2+x-x/2))

= x^j2x~n{G)(-(i+x~i)Ya(-(i+x))SG,

G

and hence

VL(x) = ^xf-"^-^^1^ Y>-"(G)(-(1 +x--I))ro(-(l +x)f .

G

Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that

p-n-3w(L)    v-l     p-l    ,     ...
-4-^ + —= V     (m°dl)

or equivalently

(A.2) -p-n-3w{L)+v-l=p-l    (mod2).
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Now, since p + n = c+(L) + c_(L) and w(L) = c+(L) - c_(L), a straight-

forward computation shows that

_p - n -3w(L) +v_lm C+(I) + n + v_i   (mod2).

Since c+(L) - n = nAL) (Lemma 13.1) and n (L) = o(Y) - o(L) (Lemma

13.2), it is enough to show that

(A.3) v-l + o(Y)-o(L) = p-l    (mod 2).

Now, since Br is a (v - 1) x (v - 1) matrix, we see that o(Y) = (v - 1) -

null(5r(z')) (mod 2). On the other hand, null(5r(z)) is equal to the first Betti

number of the branched double cover M2(L) of L in S3 and it is known [Ml]

that o(L) = p-l- ßx(M2(L))   (mod2). Therefore,

o(Y) = v-l- null(5r(z)) = v - 1 - ßx(M2(L))

= v-l+o(L)-(p-l)   (mod2),

which proves (A.3) and Theorem 12.3.

Appendix (III)—Determination of chromatic degree of a link

Let L be a (nonsplit) prime alternating link and L a reduced alternating

diagram of L. Let Y(L) be the graph of L. Then we have

Proposition A.l.

(1) Ifd(Y(L)) = \[\E(Y(L))\ + l],then d*(L) = d(L) = \[\E(Y(L))\ + l\ =
i [span VL(x) + 1].

(2) If d(L) = \[\E(Y(L))\] + 1, then d*(L) = d(L).
(3) i/d(r(L)) = max{d(Vr{L)),d(Y(L))}, then d(L) = d(Y(L)).

Proof. (1) It follows easily from Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 13.5 that d(L) =

j[|is(r(L))| -1-1]. Let L0 be any nonalternating diagram of L. Then by Theo-

rem 13.3, we have c(L0) > c(L), and hence |is(r(L0))| > |is(r(L))|. Therefore

d(r(L0)) > \[\E(Y(L0))\+ 1] > ^2[\E(Y(L))\ + 1] = d(r(L)) = d(L), which yields
d*(L) = d(L).

(2) We have shown in (1) that for any nonalternating diagram L0 , d(T(L0))

> {[\E(Y(L0))\ + l]> {[\E(Y(L))\ + 2] = ±[\E(Y(L))\] + 1 , and hence, if d(L)
= ±[\E(Y(L))\] + 1, then d(r(L0)) > d(L) and d*(L) = d(L).

(3) Since \V(Y(L))\ and d(Y(L)) = ßx(Y(L)) + 1 are alternating-link in-

variants, it follows that for any reduced alternating diagram L, , |F(r(L,))| =

|K(r(L))| and d(Y(Lx)) = d(Y(L)), and hence

d(Y(Lx))>max{d(Vr{Li)),d(Y(Lx))} = max{d(Vr{L)),d(Y(L))} = d(L).

Therefore, d*(L) = d(L).   Q.E.D.

Using Proposition A.l, Theorem 14.2, and some theorems on knots or links

[Ml], we can determine the chromatic degree of each of 220 knots or links out

of 380 knots or links with up to 10 crossings in the table in [Ro].
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Appendix (IV)—f(Y;t,x,y) and Pr(x,y,z)

Let r be a positive connected graph. Denote v = \V(Y)\ and p = \E(Y)\.

The polynomial f(Y;t,x,y) defined by S. Negami is given by

f(Y;t,x,y) = J2J2butJxp-'y',
1=0 j=\

where btj is the number of subsets Y in E(Y) such that |is(y)| = i and

ß0(Y - Y) = j. Since Y - Y is a spanning subgraph of Y, b¡¡ is exactly the

number of spanning subgraphs G such that ß0(G) = j and \E(G)\ = p - i.

Let G G ¿7"r(r,s). Then (6.1) shows that |is(67)| = v - r + s - 1, and hence

\S^r(r,s)\ = b v+r_s+x r+x . Let b = ßx(Y). Since Y is connected, we see that

b = p - v + 1. Now using Proposition 2.6, we obtain

Pr(x,y,z) = ^2\S'r(r,s)\xv~r+s~Xyrzs

r ,s

E, v-r+s— 1    r   s
bp_v_s+r+l¡r+lx yz

r ,s

— 1 v^ L v—r+s—l   r+\   s
= y  2^bP-v-s+r+i,r+ix       y   Z

r ,s

-1 v~* L        P—i   J   b—i+j—\= y 22bi,j* yz

-1   6-1 \—v ,        p — i,     si   —i
= y   z    l^bijx   (^z) z

-1    6-1 rtr -K= y    z     f(Y;yz,x,z    ).

This proves the following.

Proposition A.2.  Pr(x,y,z) = y~x zb~x f(Y;yz ,x ,z~x) and conversely,

f(Y;t,x,y) = tybPr(x,ty,y-X),

where b = ßx(Y).

The following splitting formula for Pr(x ,y, z) is an immediate consequence

ofthat for f(Y;t,x,y).

Proposition A.3. Using the notation in [N, Theorem 4.4],

y-xPv(x,y,z) = YdPHiy(x,y,z)Bn(y,ô;yz)zVA+^-nPKIÔ(x,y,z).
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